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PART I 
Introduction 
Juvenile crime occurs more frequently and more violently in the past few decades, with 
very little increase in the number of judges and courts to try and resolve these thousands of cases. 
Juvenile justice reaps much attention in the political arena, but budget restraints make many 
solutions or improvements impossible. This conflict between a need for improvement and a lack 
of money plays out on the local arena between the Richmond Juvenile and Domestic Relations 
(JDR) Court and the City of Richmond. 
Across the country, many JDRs have Citizen Advisory Councils which act as an advocate 
for the Court to the city and state legislatures and the rest of the community. They consist of 
people who work in the juvenile justice system, who are parents of children in the juvenile justice 
system, who have economic pull within the city, or those that have the drive to spend time in an 
effort. The hope is that their work will help the community and those children and employees 
involved in the complex juvenile justice system. 
Early in the Fall of 1996, when we first started interning at the Richmond JDR, we were 
unsure of what our research and task would involve. We began by observing the judges, 
attending various meetings, and getting a feel for the juvenile justice system in Richmond. After 
this orientation, our project evolved into re-establishing a Citizens Advisory Council (CAC) for 
the Court. The CAC was seen as a mechanism that would fill the void between the Court and its 
external environment, including the City of Richmond and the community. CACs were seen as 
being extremely effective in other cities, including neighboring community, Norfolk, VA. Thus, 
we began our research on what makes a CAC effective, who should become members, what 
issues they should address, who should be selected to be staff support, what kind of training do 
the new members need, and how should a CAC be established in the City of Richmond. Our 
research led us in many directions, including trips to Phoenix, Arizona and Norfolk, Virginia to 
investigate their CACs, interviews with key players in the juvenile justice system in Richmond, 
and meetings with juvenile justice experts. After acquiring all of this information, we analyzed it 
and found that there was a need for a CAC for the Richmond JDR. Thus, we began the action 
portion of our project and began to implement the most effective CAC possible with dynamic 
members, an effective leader, willing staff support, and the necessary training. 
Literature Review 
The literature review describes the purpose and role of CA Cs in the juvenile justice system 
and examine their evolution over time. By having this research as a foundation, both the 
motivation and the possible methods to create a CAC will be identified. 
The Rise of Juvenile Crime 
The issue of juvenile crime and ways to combat the upward trend in the United States 
pervades all fronts of the American culture. While some claim that the issue is blown out of 
proportion, the statistics show due cause for a panic atmosphere surrounding this topic. A study 
began in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 1945 with a study of 10,000 boys between their tenth and 
eighteenth birthdays. 1 Subsequent longitudinal studies in other cities over the next fifty years to 
the present date were done to confirm the findings. The studies show that over one-third of the 
boys had committed at least one recorded arrest by the age of eighteen. Even more disturbing, 
1Dilulio, John J., Jr. "The Coming of the Super-Predators." The Weekly Standard. November 27, 1995. (24-5). 
2 
the most famous finding of the study reveals that 6 percent of the boys committed five or more 
crimes before they were eighteen, which accounted for over half of the serious crimes and about 
two-thirds of the most violent crimes. The "6 percent do 50 percent" statistic lingers today. The 
series of longitudinal studies completed in Philadelphia and other cities in later years confirmed 
the reality of the statistic. James Q. Wilson predicts with confidence that the 116 percent do 50 
percent" statistic combined with the increase in population will mean that 30,000 more murderers, 
rapists and muggers will be roaming our country's streets by the year 2000. 2 
If those juveniles were divided evenly among all 50 states, that would mean that 600 
violent juvenile criminals would occupy Virginia alone. Or even more startling, one girl, Katie, a 
17 year-old who lives on the streets of San Francisco, bluntly describes the current state of affairs: 
Sometimes when I'm on the streets, I feel like it's a total society away from society 
even though we have to live off society. It's like they don't know. They don't 
care ... Another thing on the streets a lot is rapes. I don't have them as much, 
because I'm more smarter, but back when I was fifteen, I was getting raped at least 
once a month. Each time I would try to learn something, but still you can't really 
trust your friends on the streets ... People are only worried about what's going on 
with their own little world. But just imagine--we're the next generation that's 
going to be running the world. And if we're all fucked up, you're going to have a 
really f __ -up world. 3 
Katie's description is crude, but hard to ignore. Often statistics do not make an impact, but first 
hand experience does. By looking at both the statistics and Katie's description, it becomes easy to 
understand why this topic remains at the top of almost every politician's platform and keeps those 
involved in the juvenile justice system wondering how they will ever cope with the influx of 
juvenile criminals. 
2Ibid (24-5). 
3Goodwillie, Susan, ed. and Children's Express. Voices from the Future. New York: Crown Publishers, 1993 (53, 
774, 78). 
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Ways to Address Juvenile Crime 
The list of potential solutions to this rampage of young criminals is plentiful. Diiulio 
believes in his "one big idea [that] is borrowed from three well-known child development experts-
-Moses, Jesus Christ, and Mohammed. It's called religion. Ifwe are to have a prayer of stopping 
any significant fraction of super-predators short of the prison gates, then we had better say 
'Amen,' and fast. "4 While Diiulio works through the issue of separation of church and state, Judy 
Sheindlin, New York City's toughest family court judge proposes another solution. It focuses on 
America's families: 
People, not government, create opportunity. America's families are in trouble. 
The prescription has been to give them more social programs, and that philosophy 
has failed. Self-discipline, individual accountability and responsible conduct is the 
answer. It has always been the answer, but America got lost. It is time to get 
back on course ... The Constitution guarantees every citizen the right to pursue 
opportunity. It does not require the government to provide that opportunity. 
Beyond creating an atmosphere-legal and social-that enables people to grow, no 
one is owed anything. 5 
Sheindlin looks to the people to solve their own problems, not.the government. 
While the above individuals focus on non-government solutions, advocates do exist that 
support increased laws and government activity as the answer to the problem of juvenile crime to 
curb its increase. Thomas C. Raup, a retired trial court judge of 22 years, supports ( 1) making 
juvenile justice an open, instead of secret, process (2) creating strict standards for trying certain 
types of juvenile offenders as adults (3) converting juvenile lock-ups from government-run 
facilities to privately operated, and ( 4) creating volunteer commissions and councils that can 
4Dilulio (27). 
5Sheindlin, Judy. Don't Pee on My Leg and Tel/Me It's Raining. New York: Harper Collins, 1996 (233,238). 
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analyze the problems and offer effective and inexpensive ways to corn bat the problem. 6 Raup 
believes that these governmental "reform efforts focus on the source of the crisis of violence. "7 
Dilulio, Sheindlin, and Raup all look to different sections of society to find ways to curb 
the trend of juvenile crime. However, Bryan Vila8 asserts that crime control requires a holistic 
approach. Ecological micro-level and macro-level factors associated with criminal activity evolve 
over time. This approach "allows us to view crime as a cultural trait whose frequency and type 
evolve over time as a result of dynamic interactions between individual and group behavior in a 
physical environment. "9 The effect of this paradigm in terms of solutions to crime is that society 
must address the evolution of both culture and science in order to impact crime. 
His critique of the present day strategies to curb crime helps to illuminate his theory: 
The explanation of criminal behavior provided here suggests that how we 
approach crime control may be almost as important as what we do. I argue that 
crime will be a persistent and evolving problem, but that it need not be viewed as 
intractable to control. To succeed, long-term strategies must adapt to constant 
change. Past attempts to fix fundamental social problems often may have failed 
because they attempted to 'engineer' change. Engineering implies building a 
carefully fitted mechanism to solve a problem; this approach assumes that the 
problem is predictable. Humans now, however, are experiencing more rapid, more 
sustained, and more pervasive change than during any other period in history. 
Engineered social programs develop an enormous inertia over time. As they 
accumulate political, bureaucratic, and economic constituencies, they tend to 
6Raup, Thomas C. "Right Reforms Could Curb Juvenile Crime." The Richmond Times-Dispatch. September 15, 
1996, (Kl). The suggestions offered by Raup have already been enacted by some states and localities across the 
country. His ideas are not new, but consolidated into cohesive steps to take to combat juvenile crime. 
7lbid (Kl). 
8Vila is an Assistant Professor of Social Ecology in the Department of Criminology, Law and Society, at the 
University of California, Irvine. Before becoming an academic, he spent 17 years in law enforcement, as a street cop 
and supervisor in Los Angeles, as a police chief helping the emerging nations of Micronesia develop innovative law 
enforcement strategies and as a federal law enforcement officer working on policy issues. 
9Vila, Bryan. "A General Paradigm for Understanding Criminal Behavior: Extending Evolutionary Ecological 
Theory." Criminology. Volume 32. Number 3. 1994. (346). 
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become less efficient and more difficult to change. Effective Jong-term crime 
control strategies must be able to evolve efficiently in response to rapidly changing 
needs and new knowledge. 10 
Vila's logical and intense analysis goes further than the solutions presented by Diiulio, Sheindlin 
and Raup. Whether it was religion, families or government action, each of their solutions focused 
on what short-term action could be taken to curb juvenile crime. While this short term action 
might be expanded upon to address all of the ecological and evolutionary factors that cause 
criminal behavior, it stops short of describing how the mechanisms will be able to adapt to the 
changing factors of society so that criminal behavior will eventually fade out of existence. 
Vila proposes that the solution requires holistic, strategic planning that looks to the 
sources of criminal behavior (i.e. families, lack of education, and/or the economy) and then 
creates a multi-faceted approach to crime. Presently, the approach to crime is compartmentalized. 
For example, if a juvenile has a drug problem, he or she is sent to drug rehabilitation. Using this 
approach, officials wait until a problem exists before paying attention to it. Instead, using Vila's 
paradigm, it could address that factors that lead to the existence of the behavior of addiction long 
before the behavior ever manifested itself as an addiction. Instead of putting a bandage on a 
bleeding heart, it seeks to stop what actually caused the bleeding. 
What Vila's paradigm requires is people to actually do the work of bringing about this shift 
of strategy in crime control. Even if the judges, the probation officers or the clerks of the Court 
believed in this approach to crime control, they do not have the ability, energy nor the time to do 
the research and then advocate to push policy makers into accepting this paradigm. The citizens 
of the United States could wait until a leader of the country with this frame of mind took office, 
10Ibid (346). 
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or the citizens could bring about this change themselves, at the local !evel and then move 
upwards. 
The bottom up approach to crime control is strategic in nature. Instead of trying to push 
the entire nation into this frame of mind, it works one step at a time. One might call it the kudzu 
(a plant that runs rampant in Southern U.S.) effect -- it must take root and then spread instead of 
trying to take over the entire countryside at once. The creation of a CAC enables citizens and 
officials to obtain the knowledge and capacity through its direct involvement with the Court to 
bring about strategic change at the local level. They will serve as the root of the kudzu. They will 
be inside the Court doing the research and collecting the information. Then, they can move 
outwards and present to local, state and perhaps, national legislative bodies to affect and change 
the approach to juvenile crime. As Vila states, "twenty years ago Richard Nixon became the first 
of six successive presidents to declare 'war' on crime. It is time to evolve the culture of our 
society and to become less impulsive, less dependant on coercion, and more sensitive to the needs 
and suffering of others." By having citizens that have access to the Court do research on juvenile 
issues, they can help to bring about any necessary evolution. 
Citizen Involvement in the Courts 
The idea of integrating the citizens of the community into the juvenile justice process is 
not new. In fact the idea of having a separate justice system for juveniles was inspired by citizen 
leaders. Historical writings from the late 1880's detail this effort: 
In Chicago it was the social and civic organizations, notably the Chicago Women's 
Club and the Catholic Visitation and Aid Society that first urged a juvenile law. 
The Women's Club actually had a bill drafted in 1895 for a separate court for 
children and a probation department, but their legal advisors told them it was 
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unconstitutional, and they abandoned it. They and many other organizations kept 
up their agitation. 11 
In 1899, a law was established in Illinois that created a separate judicial process for children. 
However, the citizen action did not stop with this law. Spilling over into the early 20th century, 
citizen groups and private philanthropists donated large sums of money to fund the probation 
officers that the court could not pay for, but was authorized by law to provide. However, when 
the courts did not show immediate success, the concerned citizens drifted away from the juvenile 
court to other projects and only looked back on the juvenile court with apathy. 12 
Yet, as described above, new interest has been awakened due to the rapid increase in 
juvenile crime, and with that new interest, comes citizen involvement. As shown in the 
descriptions of the proposed solutions, they required that the citizens not only learn about the 
juvenile court, but that they take an active role in decreasing juvenile crime. Several courts across 
the country have spurred this citizen involvement in the Court by creating a CAC. A CAC serves 
as an advisory body to the court. The body investigates the current conditions, policies and 
functions of the Court and reports its findings to the Court personnel and also to the city 
administration. Courts that have taken this initiative include: Kent County, Michigan; Berrien 
County, Michigan; Cincinnati, Ohio; San Diego, California; Maricopa County, Arizona; and 
Norfolk, Virginia. Each of the CA Cs takes a different and unique approach to becoming a change 
agent in their area. 
11Kehoe, Chuck. Speech at Michigan's Conference on Citizen Advisory Councils. December 4, 1980. Qtd. In 
Citizen Advisory Councils: Citizen Participation in Juvenile Courts. Pontiac: Children's Charter of the Courts of 
Michigan, Inc., Year Unknown, (3). 
12Ibid (4). 
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For example, the San Diego CAC conducts public forums in which they can tell citizens 
what is going on in the Court and what changes need to be taken. AJso, citizens have the 
opportunity to voice their concerns about juvenile justice issues. This opens up the 
communication between the Court and the community and allows for the mind set of citizens to 
begin to evolve to a higher level of understanding. Another example is the legislative efforts of 
the Norfolk CAC. During the 1996 heated discussion on juvenile crime in the Virginia legislature, 
they wrote letters about their research in Norfolk on the topic and the chair of the CAC testified 
before a committee on the topic. She testified that the current belief of "Do Adult Crime. Do 
Adult Time," for juveniles is incorrect. In fact, it worsens the situation. Similar lobbying efforts 
were completed by the Maricopa County CAC to influence their legislature on the topic of trying 
juveniles as adults. The CACS are taking an active role in using their research to create change in 
their communities and beyond. While their efforts may not create a direct decrease in the amount 
of juvenile crime, they are working to cause a shift in beliefs on the topic, using their research as 
support. 
The Success and Failure of CA Cs Nationwide 
Little research exists on the topic of successes and failures of juvenile court CA Cs 
nationwide. However, some studies have been completed on the success and failure of citizen 
councils in other areas. For example, the Environmental Protection and Review Committee made 
up of citizens identified several problems: (1) a lack of consensus as to the role, duties and 
requirements of members of the community council (2) a lack of consistency on ways to conduct 
9 
business in the council (3) a lack of orientation and training for the council, including ignorance of 
members on the amount of time and commitment they will have to devote to the council (4) a lack 
of information on the problems that they were supposed to review and (5) lack of funds. The 
cumulative effect of these problems is that members lost interest in the council. 13 The problems 
confronted by this council can apply to almost any citizens council. They must be taken into 
consideration when establishing any citizens council. 
Other research done on the success and failure of citizens boards was done by Marci R. 
Gelpe, Professor of Law at the William R. Richardson School of Law. She served as a member of 
the citizen board for the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) from 1985 to 1990. This 
citizens board did not function in an advisory capacity only, it served as the decision making body 
for one of the most powerful administrative agencies in Minnesota state government, the 
MPCA. 14 Although this council is in a slightly different category than bodies that are solely 
advisory; some of the insight gained from her experience can still be used. She cites several 
strengths of a citizens board. First, it forces staff of the agency to articulate clearly what they 
want to accomplish because they are talking to uninformed citizens. This prevents staff from 
hiding behind incomplete ideas and allows the general public to understand why a decision was 
made. 15 Second, it allows the public to have a greater voice within the agency. This increases the 
external support for the agency and allows a sometimes different opinion to be heard within the 
n"Citizens in Planning." National Civic Review. September 1982. ( 421-2). 
14Ge]pe, Marcia R. "Citizens Boards as Regulatory Agencies." The Urban lawyer. Vol. 22, No. 3. Summer 1990. 
(451). 
15Jbid ( 457-8). 
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agency. Third, it may force the agency to focus on the big picture. By talking to uninformed 
citizens, the agency often does not get bogged down with insignificant details, but is forced to 
take a long term, strategic outlook. 16 
Gelpe does cite several weaknesses of citizen boards First, she found that citizen boards 
often have trouble understanding the technical and complex parts of the agency. 17 Second, they 
often base their decisions on what would be best for the area in which they come from, instead of 
looking at what would be best for all of the interests involved. Gelpe suggests that members that 
are brought onto the council do not have a firm constituency that they represent. Instead, they 
have a perspective that they bring to the table. 18 Third, they have limited political accountability. 
Normally, th·e lack of political accountability is seen as an advantage. However, it may mean that 
they are less responsive to political changes. Gelpe recommends that the head of the agency 
inform the council of political changes to avoid this pitfall. 19 Gelpe sees many advantages to a 
political body; however, she does recommend acknowledging and working on the problems so 
that it may run more smoothly and effectively. By looking to the experiences of other council in 
other areas, we can use their expertise in the creation and execution of a CAC for the Richmond 
JDR Court. 
The increase in juvenile crime and future prediction of the exponential increase shows that 
16Ibid ( 458-9). 
17Ibid (463). 
18Ibid ( 469). 
19lbid (470). 
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this issue will not go away. While many possible solutions exist, one of the most hopeful and 
feasible is to involve citizens in the Court. They have the power to work as a starting point for 
change at the local level and beyond. Other courts have involved citizens in the court and have 
seen that CACs can help and provide valuable insight for change. The Richmond JDR Court can 
also benefit from the work of citizens. 
Methodology 
We chose action research as our method of researching citizens advisory councils because 
it provides useful knowledge which can facilitate social change. Action research is intended to 
improve the operation of a human system or social problem by studying the factors which disrupt 
the organization from achieving their goals. We feel that by our research and implementation of a 
citizens advisory council, we will improve the operation of a human system, the Richmond JDR 
Court. The techniques and approaches used will be detailed in the following paragraphs, allowing 
for a complete outline of our project. 
We chose to use the method of action research after we discovered some history of the 
Court and its former CAC. The Richmond JDR has had a CAC since the late 1970's. In 1992, 
their chair, William Smith, resigned because of conflicting interests. When he resigned, the 
Council attempted to stay active for a while longer, but it quickly deteriorated and never met. 
Even with Smith as the chair, the CAC was not as effective as it has been shown to be in other 
cities. They had an all-powerful leader, no regular attendance, and very little success. There are 
now four judges at the Richmond JDR: Chief Judge Kimberly O'Donnell, Judge Audrey Franks, 
12 
Judge Angela Roberts, and Judge Richard Taylor. All four judges have given us their support to 
reinstate the CAC, recruit members, and orient them. However, in order to effectively re-create 
the CAC, knowledge of what went wrong and how this CAC can be re-created needed to be 
gathered before action was taken on the new CAC. Thus, we chose the method of action 
research to guide our process. 
Our steps to re-create a CAC can be classified as action-oriented research. Action 
research is defined as "planned change as a deliberate and conscious effort to improve the 
operation of a human system through the application of systematic and appropriate knowledge to 
create intelligent action and change aimed at the solution of social problems". 20 Our research will 
collect and apply the appropriate knowledge to create social change within the Richmond JDR 
Court. 
Originally, social scientists wanted to be able to gain knowledge for social change and 
actually use their research results so "that research data could be used as a basis for the 
manipulation of the physical and social conditions ofwork--a basis for change ... ".21 Action 
research combines theory and practice, research and application. R. Rapoport states that action 
research attempts to contribute to both the "practical concerns of people in an immediate 
2°Margu!ies, N. and A. Raia. Action Research. In Conceptual Foundations of 
Organizational Development. New York: McGraw-Hill. 55. 
21Ibid, 58. 
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problematic situation and to the goals of social science ... "22 It allows the researcher to have direct 
involvement with the organization. In looking to our research, our status as interns of the Court 
allows us to feel involved with the Court and the process of reinstating the CAC. It is a 
collaborative process between us and the Court. Action research is a "close interdependence of 
research and social action" 23; therefore, in our case, it is a process of gathering information and 
presenting the findings to the Court so that change can occur. 
In order to enact action research, Kurt Lewin outlines a five step process: (I) analysis (2) 
research design and execution (3) action planning (4) implement the action (5) evaluation of the 
action. By going through these stages, researchers can collect the proper amount of information 
and conduct the appropriate amount of planning, and then it allows them to actually enact the 
change that they research. It combines the research and the action into a cohesive process. To 
guide our project, we have outlined how our project will follow the five steps of action research 
below. 
The first stage is analysis. This requires one to look to determine what the problem is. 
Upon entering the Court, Chief Judge O'Donnell and the Chief Operating Officer, Tom Dertinger, 
told us that they were experiencing a problem with the Court. They felt that they did not have a 
proper advocate in the City of Richmond, or the community. However, it was difficult for them 
to explain it to us. Thus, we spent our first month at the Court observing meetings and getting a 
22Clark, Peter A. Action Research and Organizational Change. Harper and Row: London, 1972. 
23Margulies and Raia, 62. 
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feel for what was going wrong in the Court. We spent the necessary time analyzing what was 
wrong so that we then could figure out what the solution to the problem was. Our solution was 
the Citizens Advisory Council. 
In the second stage of action research, research design and execution, we determined what 
information we needed to collect in order to effectively implement the change within the Court. 
During the fall of 1996, we interviewed a significant number of people, including members of the 
former Richmond JDR CAC, members of the Norfolk JDR CAC, the Deputy City Manager, the 
Sheriff, the Deputy Police Chief, an individual in the School Superintendent's office, the City 
Attorney, a Circuit Court judge, the Deputy Commonwealth's Attorney, the Deputy Public 
Defender, the Vice Mayor, the Director of the State Department of Juvenile Justice, the Director 
of the City Department of Juvenile Justice, a T.C. Williams School of Law professor, and more. 
We also used the Internet to research the National Center for State Courts, the National Center 
for Juvenile Justice, the Cincinnati JDR CAC, and the San Francisco JDR CAC. Finally, we had 
the opportunity to research first-hand the Maricopa County (Phoenix, AZ) JDR CAC. All of this 
research was done with the goal of making changes within the Richmond JDR Court. By striving 
for this goal, our research went beyond the mere collection of information to the greater goal of 
actually using the information to create change. We plan to change the Court by reinstating a 
CAC for them, while hopefully improving their relations with the City Administration and with the 
City of Richmond. By combining research and change, it falls within the bounds of action-
oriented research. 
The third step is action research, determining what action and implementing it. From our 
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research we have decided that our analysis in step one, to create a CAC, was on target. Thus, in 
step three, action planning, we created a strategy to accomplish our goal. This included setting up 
a time line, making plans to recruit members, deciding how we would orient members, and 
organizing the internal staff support for the CAC. Also, in order to implement the CAC, we had 
to create by-laws to guide the CAC and provide a mission and purpose for them to follow. 
The fourth step is to implement this action. Part of this step will be incomplete upon the 
completion of this paper. We had to ask both the City Council and the judges to make 
appointments to the CAC. Included in the by-laws is a provision that the new members are 
required to attend an orientation retreat. We will have a welcome reception for the new members 
in late April where they will begin to get to know each other and form bonds. We will provide 
them with their training manuals at that time. Dr. Dertinger will hold an all-day retreat soon after 
for the new members to acquaint themselves with each other, the Court, and the juvenile justice 
system in Richmond and Virginia. They will receive basic training at this point that will help them 
move forward in developing projects which they would like to undertake. Although training will 
be on-going, this should be sufficient enough for them to have basic knowledge of the Court and 
its function in Richmond. 
The final step is the evaluation of the action. Once the CAC is intact and operational, we 
will be able to reflect and evaluate our actions. At this point, we have been able to provide some 
insight into our actions and what we did right and wrong. This will be included in the discussion 
part of our paper. However, a complete evaluation will need to take place after the CAC is fully 
operational. The judges, City Council, and concerned citizens will also have the responsibility to 
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evaluate the CAC and detennine whether they are acting properly or not. As stated in the By-
Laws (Part II), the Chief Operating Officer of the Court "shall monitor the activities of the CAC 
and shall have the authority to recommend removal of any found to have committed unethical or 
improper behavior". This provides for one fonn of evaluation, since the COO must attend every 
CAC meeting. Additionally, an annual evaluation will be conducted to determine whether the 
CAC is meeting its mission effectively. Lewin echoes the importance of sound evaluation: 
"Treating action research as a way of developing sound information and knowledge which can be 
applied directly to practical problems with the intention of bringing about social change" 24 Thus, 
the importance of evaluation stage cannot be ignored and it must be completed to accomplish the 
action research. 
A positive aspect of our action research is that it is participant action research; it 
combines the researchers and clients into a collaborative process. Our "clients", the judges, have 
been involved since the beginning--identifying the problem, suggesting which people to talk to, 
and helping us along the way. It is important for them to buy into it, which they have, because 
once we finish in May, we will not be around to make sure it continues in the same spirit in which 
we began it. Fortunately, since the judges and other Court personnel are aware of it and 
supportive of it, we think it will succeed. It is important that the Court has claimed ownership of 
the CAC. This ownership will help to ensure the long-term success and security of the CAC. 
Action research studies those factors which disrupt organizational behavior and keep the 
24Ibid, 63. 
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organization's members from achieving their goals. We are hoping that a CAC could evaluate the 
needs of the Court, research them, and present what action needs to be taken to the proper 
bodies. Thus, the CAC that we are creating will also use action research as a guide for their 
actions. The CAC will be performing ongoing action research, as it does evaluation and action 
which will contribute to a positive attitude toward organizational renewal and improvement. 
Research Findings 
The detailing of our research findings will mirror the five step action research method: (I) 
Analysis (2) Research Design and Execution (3) Action Planning (4) Implement the Action (5) 
Evaluation of the Action. 
Analysis 
The Richmond JDR Court is surrounded by several entities, including the City of 
Richmond, the Supreme Court and the state legislature. They all play a role in the progress of the 
Court, and must work together in order to make that progress. Our first month at the Court 
showed us that the cooperation is not at the level that it should be. Presently, due to the agendas 
that each of these entities possess, it has become difficult for communication and progress to 
occur. An example of this lack of coordination was best seen in the efforts to work on the Boot 
Camp. A Boot Camp program was established with both the Commonwealth of Virginia and the 
City of Richmond as sponsors. Both the state and city have reserved spaces in which they may 
refer juveniles to participate in the program. Unfortunately, during each of the intake days, spaces 
are open and there are no juveniles to fill the spaces. The City is upset because they are paying 
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for this program that is not filled to its capacity. The Judges refer juveniles to the program, but 
due to the strict requirements of the City's program, most of the juveniles are turned down. This 
upsets the judges that their ~ecommendations cannot be made due to the strict requirements. 
Recently, the discussion of this topic increased with the publication of the article, "City 
Wants Control of Unit" in the Richmond Times-Dispatch.25 In this article, the Deputy City 
Manager, George Musgrove, placed the blame of the low population of juveniles in the program 
on the probation officers of the Court. The judges believe that the blame was grossly misplaced 
on the probation officers. They feel that the blame lies on the City for the planning of the 
program that includes the strict requirements that prevent the City of Richmond's juveniles from 
entering the program. They responded to these comments in an editorial in the Richmond Times-
Dispatch. They commented that "surely Musgrove does not mean to suggest that our probation 
officers are at fault for the administrative decisions made by the members of his staff "26 The 
disagreement over the issue of boot camp characterizes the lack of cooperation between the Court 
and the bodies that surround and support it and the environment that the CAC will confront once 
it is active. 
Our analysis of the situation characterized by the Boot Camp led us to the idea of a 
Citizens Advisory Council for the Court. We felt that there was a gap between the Court and 
external entities that led to problems in the running of the Court. A Citizens Advisory Council 
could serve as the missing link to make things run more smoothly. By having citizen involvement, 
25"City Wants Control of Unit." Richmond Times-Dispatch. January 16, 1997. 
26"Judges Support Juvenile Programs." Editorial. Richmond Times-Dispatch. January, 1997. 
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the court can have a body that can reflect and advise on their actions and hopefully allow for 
improvements to be made. This analysis completed the first stage of our research and moved us 
into the second. 
Research Design and Execution 
In researching the creation of a CAC for the Richmond JDR Court, it was imperative that 
we find a CAC located in a city of a comparable size and environment to that of Richmond. By 
using a city with comparable characteristics for our research, it would be both much easier and 
more successful to apply our findings in the creation of the CAC in Richmond. Two CACs were 
chosen for the research: (1) the Norfolk, Virginia CAC and (2) the Maricopa County, Arizona 
CAB (community advisory board). Norfolk's CAC was chosen not only because it has a similar 
organization set-up as the Richmond JDR Court, but also because its CAC was created under the 
same statute that Richmond hopes to use in creating a CAC. Maricopa County has the same 
urban atmosphere as Richmond and the committee structure of its CAB was what Richmond 
hoped to use in its CAC. Site visits, along with extensive interviews and observations, were 
conducted to acquire an insider's look at the CAC. 
Norfolk Juvenile Court Citizens Advisory Council. On October 9, 1996, we traveled to 
Norfolk to attend the monthly meeting of the CAC. In addition, interviews were completed with 
their chair, Betty Wade Coyle, the Director of the Court Service Unit, Kevin Moran, and the 
Chief Judge, William Williams. The Norfolk JDR CAC was established in November of 1984 
under Virginia Code Section 16.1-240, Subsection C. Subsection C states that if the governing 
body does not exercise its option to establish a Council, the Judges may appoint such a Council. 
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The decision to have the judges appoint the Council was made because the City Council never 
exercised its right to establish the Council since the inception of the legislation in 1956. The 
Court order establishing the Council outlines the role of the Council: 
I. To advise and cooperate with the Court upon all matters affecting the working of the 
Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court Law (Virginia Code Section 16.1-226, et 
seq.) and other laws relating to children, their care and protection, and to domestic 
relations. 
2. To consult and confer with the Court and the Director of the Court Service Unit from 
time to time relative to the development and extension of the court service program. 
3. To select one of its members to serve on the Central Advisory Council which is 
tasked to consult and confer with the Director and other appropriate staff of the 
Department of Corrections to assist in carrying out the objectives of the court service 
program insofar as possible. 
4. To encourage the member selected to serve on the Central Advisory Council to visit, 
as often as that member conveniently can, institutions and associations receiving 
children under the Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court law and to report to the 
Court at least annually the conditions and surroundings of the children received by or 
in charge of any such persons, institutions or associations. 
5. To visit yearly all local institutions and associations receiving children under the 
Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court Law and to report to the Court at least 
annually the conditions and surroundings of the children received by or in charge of 
any such institutions and associations. 
6. To make themselves familiar with the work of the Court under the Juvenile and 
Domestic Relations District Court Law. 
7. To make an annual report to the Court not later than December 31 of each year. 
8. To recommend methods of acquainting the public with the work of the Court under 
the Juvenile and Domestic Relations District Court Law. 
9. To recommend to the Court rules to govern the procedures by which the Council 
shall fulfill its responsibilities. 
10. To perform any other duties which may be assigned from time to time by order of the 
Court. 
In addition to the role of the Council, the Court also ordered that the Clerk provide clerical 
support and that the Director of the Court Service Unit (CSU) provide support by coordinating 
the work of the CAC with other agencies and providing any information necessary. The Order 
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stipulated three year terms for members and three officer positions, chair, vice-chair and secretary. 
In appointing members of the Council, suggestions were received from political leaders, 
court service workers, attorneys, and other citizens. The Council attempted to represent the 
varied economic, geographical, racial and professional composition ofNorfolk. Any employees 
of the CSU, Division of Social Services or any other agency of the City or members of the Friends 
of the Court were not allowed to be considered for an appointment, but could be utilized as 
informants to the Council. It was felt the members that were independent of these agencies would 
be better able to advise the Court objectively. 
After the Council was established, members were oriented during the first few monthly 
meetings of the CAC, and then in May of 1985, the Court issued an order of two matters for the 
CAC to study, evaluate and recommend. These matters were: (I) the establishment of Family 
Oriented Group Homes to which children under the Court's jurisdiction may be committed and 
(2) the establishment of a Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) program. 
Presently, the Council receives its assignments through Court Order from the presiding 
Judges in the JDR. During the meeting on October 9, 1996, the Council addressed the issue of 
security in the Court. Before this meeting, one of the council members conducted a study on the 
reported incidents by the deputies at the Court. Present at the meeting were representatives from 
the police and sheriff's department to give reports to the Council and answer any questions. A 
high level of respect between these representatives and the Council was readily apparent. 
Through these reports and a discussion period, the Council decided upon the appropriate 
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recommendations to give on the issue and a report would be prepared by Kevin Moran, the 
Director of the CSU and ex-officio member of the Council, to vote upon at the next meeting. 
Other issues addressed by the CAC since its inception include: 
• Researched the need for an intensive day treatment program for serious juvenile offenders and 
recommended the formation of an Associated Marine Institute in Norfolk. Worked with 
Judges and legislators to acquire necessary funding for the Norfolk Marine Institute which 
began operation in 1994 and continues to be a vital aspect of the Norfolk Juvenile Justice 
system. 
• Thoroughly researched problems associated with domestic and family violence which led to 
the formation of the Norfolk Family Violence Alliance and numerous other court programs 
designed to enhance the response to domestic violence, including the development of the 
Court's SAFE program (Spousal Abuse Friend and Educator). 
• Researched the need for interagency collaboration which led to the formation of the Norfolk 
Interagency Consortium. 
• Researched and developed programs that educate separated and divorced parents on the 
effects of separation/divorce on children. 
• Advocated since 1988 for funding for a new and larger juvenile detention facility. This was 
accomplished in 1996 with the completion of a new 80 bed facility to replace the current 45 
year old, 43 bed facility. 
• Planned a "Children's Area" in the Court waiting area to be used by young children who have 
to accompany parents/guardians to court. 
• Planned and designed a research study to measure the effect of newly enacted legislation 
involving serious juvenile offenders. 
• Advocated, through personal testimony and letters, for juvenile justice reform legislation and 
enhanced community treatment and prevention programs. 
• Planned a Community Town Hall Meeting in which the public will meet with juvenile court 
judges and officials during 1997. 
• Will conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the Norfolk CASA program and make 
recommendations to the Judges for the program's improvement. 
The success of Norfolk can be seen not only in the high level of praise by the Judges, but also 
through winning several awards: Silver Medal Finalist for the Governor's Award for 
Volunteering Excellence and Outstanding Advisory Council to a Court by the National Council of 
Juvenile and Family Court Judges. 
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Maricopa County Juvenile Court Community Advisory Board. During December of 
1996, we traveled to Phoenix, Arizona to learn about their highly praised Community Advisory 
Board (CAB). 27 The four day excursion allowed us to: attend their annual report meeting in 
which they present to the judges their goals of the past and future year; interview key members of 
the CAB, including the chair and membership committee chair; tour their facilities; and witness 
projects that the CAB has worked on. While the Norfolk CAC provided a smaller scale version 
of a CAC with approximately ten members, the Maricopa County CAB with thirty members 
exemplified what a large scale CAB can accomplish with motivated and informed citizens as 
members. 
The CAB was established on January 7, 1995 under Juvenile Court Administrative Order 
#95-01 by Presiding Juvenile Court Judge James E. McDougall. According to ARS 8-237, Judge 
McDougall found that the Juvenile Court has the authority to establish a public council or board 
which would have as its purpose to prevent juvenile delinquency, "including the improvement of 
recreational, health and other conditions in the community affecting juvenile welfare". Other 
reasons that caused the Court to establish the CAB were: ( 1) the long range strategic plans 
developed by the Juvenile Court called for more interaction and input from the community; (2) 
the Chief Justice of the Arizona Supreme Court requested all of the Juvenile Courts to include the 
community in addressing juvenile crime issues; (3) and finally, that Presiding Judge McDougall 
appointed a nominating committee to submit names of people for the first CAB. This court order 
clearly spelled out that the CAB would act in an advisory capacity only and would not have the 
27Funds for this trip were graciously provided by the Jepson School of Leadership Studies at the University of 
Richmond through their Research Grant Fund and the Richmond JDR Court. 
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authority to direct the Presiding Judge, other judges, Commissioners, Director of the Court 
Service Unit, or other staff or their administrative programs or policies. 
The functions and responsibilities of the CAB as laid out in their Bylaws are as follows: 
1. The Maricopa County Juvenile Court Community Advisory Board (MCJCCAB) shall 
act as an advisory board making recommendations on ways the Maricopa County 
Juvenile Court can continuously improve its services. 
2. The MCJCCAB shall identify what the community wants from the Juvenile Court. 
3. The MCJCCAB shall evaluate what the community receives from the Juvenile Court. 
4. The MCJCCAB shall make recommendations on what the community should be 
getting from the Juvenile Court. 
5. The MCJCCAB shall act as a sounding board fro new ideas from the community and 
the Maricopa County Juvenile Court. 
6. The MCJCCAB shall assist in the development of increased public understanding and 
support for the Maricopa County Juvenile Court. 
7. The MCJCCAB shall recommend legislative changes as appropriate. 
8. The MCJCCAB shall recommend changes in Juvenile Court policies or 
procedures as appropriate. 
There are only two officers in the CAB, a chair and vice chair. Each January the CAB has 
a strategic planning session for the coming year. During this retreat, they identify the major issues 
which they will face in that year and develop standing committees according to these goals. There 
is a staff person assigned to each standing committee, so that one staff person does not bear the 
entire weight of the CAB. This allows the work load of the CAB to be spread out evenly 
throughout the court staff For example, even though Cherie Townsend, the Director of the 
Court Service Unit, is the official staff person and attends all of their meetings, she spends little 
time on the CAB between meetings, because the other staff members assigned to the committees 
assume a leadership role. 
Also included in the bylaws is the strict criteria that the CAB members must use to select 
their members. It is stated that they will give consideration "to factors such as occupation, field 
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of interest, place of residency, demonstrated concern for juveniles, demonstrated interest in being 
involved in the juvenile justice system in Maricopa County and demonstrated willingness to 
work. "28 Secondly, there must be two CAB members who are parents of juveniles who have been 
or are now on probation to the Maricopa County Juvenile Court. Additionally, two CAB 
members must be victims of a juvenile crime. The competition to become a member of the CAB 
is intense. Many citizens apply and few are given membership due to the strict criteria 
established. 
The first project undertaken as an official CAB was to review all aspects of the Juvenile 
Detention Center operation. They investigated and then changed many portions of the Intake and 
Detention during their first year. They realized that a disturbing problem was that many juveniles 
were sitting in the detention center for an unnecessary length of time. The changes instituted by 
the CAB decreased this problem so that not only are juveniles not detained without just cause, the 
detention center also does not have as many overcrowding problems. Since the completion of 
that first project, other projects completed include: (1) testifying at legislative committee sessions; 
(2) helping to interview incoming staff; (3) increasing the public's awareness of the Court; and (4) 
analyzing the drug trend in the county. This is only a sampling of the projects that the CAB have 
accomplished in their two year life span. Many lessons have been learned and many plans have 
been made for future activity. 
An important aspect that is stressed by this CAB is orienting their new members. Training 
takes eight to ten hours and includes: extensive education about the juvenile justice system; tours 
28 Maricopa County Community Advisory Bylaws, February 2, 1996. 
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of detention; observations of Court sessions; statistics on juvenile crime; and a one-on-one 
conversation time with a staff member who serves as a mentor. So that the members do not 
become overwhelmed with the large influx of information, all facts and details are given to the 
member in a training manual. 
The Maricopa County CAB is highly praised by national leaders in juvenile justice. Hunter 
Hurst, Director of the National Center for Juvenile Justice, recommended this CAB as an 
excellent model to study. The Court gives both the time and attention to the CAB and then the 
CAB members return that with hard work and dedication. The Maricopa County CAB sets the 
standard for citizen involvement in the juvenile court. 
Inten 1iews with Richmond Key Players 
We conducted interviews with twenty-two (22) "key players" in the juvenile justice field in 
Richmond. The questionnaire that we followed during our interviews is included in Appendix A. 
The interviews allowed us to gain both their expertise and support for our endeavor. 
Overall, we learned that they whole-heartedly supported our idea to re-establish the 
Richmond JDR CAC. Three issues that emerged and were helpful to us were: (1) who should 
appoint the CAC (2) what should be the purpose of the CAC and (3) who should be on the 
council. 
First, two methods exist in the Code of Virginia (included in Appendix B) for appointing 
members to the CAC. If the City chooses to, it can appoint up to fifteen members of the CAC 
and the Chief Judge of the JDR Court can appoint up to five. If the City does not want to act, the 
Chief Judge can appoint up to fifteen members of the CAC. This was a heated issue due to the 
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conflict between the Court and the City discussed in the analysis section. There was no consensus 
strongly either way. However, many of the key players felt that it was absolutely necessary to 
include City Council on this endeavor (I) if the CAC ever hoped to gain their respect (2) if the 
CAC ever hoped to be granted funds from the City Council and (3) if the Court hoped to create a 
bond between themselves and the City Administration. These comments helped us to see what 
pitfalls could occur if we did not include City Council. 
We also wanted to poll key players on what purpose they thought the CAC should play in 
the Court, the City and the Commonwealth. Several of the key players suggested that the 
purpose of the CAC should be an advocacy role. They felt that this was important because it is 
almost impossible for Judges to have the time to advocate for the Court, and many times their role 
as Judge prevents them from taking such as role. There were some who felt differently and only 
felt that the CAC should fundraise. Three of those interviewed reminded us of the fact that it is a 
Citizens Advisory Council, and it should not try to make policy but only advise and propose 
information on administrative and policy-making issues. These comments helped show the 
apprehension of many of the key players about citizens advisory councils, because their past 
history with such councils show that some tend to become adversarial, and thus not effective in 
advising. 
Another important topic that the key players brought up was who should be on the CAC. 
Three of the key players noted that the CAC needs members with strong leadership skills that 
follow a stated, specific mission and vision. All of the key players supported a diverse CAC that 
was representative of the demographics of the City of Richmond. A few individuals gave us 
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names and roles of people that they thought would be beneficial to the CAC, which helped us 
begin our list of potential CAC members. The suggested roles included the possibility of having a 
parent of a juvenile who has been through the system, a victim of a juvenile crime, and/or a 
juvenile that has been through the system. These individuals would be able to provide a first-hand 
perspective on many issues that the rest of the CAC would not be able to do. The only problem 
with such individuals, pointed out by a key player, was that these roles could be filled by 
individuals who are out for revenge for whatever experience they had with the Court. However, 
most key players believed that the inclusion of these members would add very positive insight 
into the Court system. Key players believed that the CAC should be a combination of the power 
players of the City and people with expertise in the field of juvenile justice on our CAC. They 
recommended to let as little politics as possible influence the CAC to avoid problems that might 
occur due to politics. 
Interviews witlt Former Ricltmond JDR CAC Members 
Another group of people that we interviewed were former Richmond JDR CAC members. 
Six of them responded and answered questions concerning: the role and responsibilities of the last 
CAC; the commitment level of members; the leadership, or lack thereof, in the Council; and what 
they would do differently if they were starting the CAC over. These interviews were especially 
helpful, because the minutes and other written documents from the former CAC were not readily 
available. We also found that we could not obtain complete information about why the CAC 
failed from people who still worked in the Richmond JDR either. 
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The past members recommended that we define the mission and purpose of the new CAC. 
At least half of the members that we interviewed stated that the mission and vision of the former 
CAC were never clear. Mission and purpose statements are necessary for the followers to see 
where they are and where they are headed. It is important for the followers and the leaders to buy 
into these statements and truly believe in them in their endeavors to work towards and fulfill the 
statements. 
The reason the last one fell apart, the former members commented, was partly due to the 
Chairperson's conflict of interest between his role as a City employee and his role as head of the 
Council. Most of the former members felt that this added unnecessary politics to the Council. 
The previous chair was ultimately forced to resign from his position as head of the CAC or be 
fired from his City job. He resigned, and no one was ever really able to take his place as Chair. 
For so long, the Council had depended on one person to provide information and tell them what 
they needed to do, that they did not know how to operate in his absence. Dr. Randall Dalton felt 
that when Smith was Chair, Smith set the agenda, but when he stepped down, Dr. Dalton (who 
succeeded Smith) relied on Clarice Booker (CSU Director and staff support at the time) to 
provide the agenda. This way the CAC's agenda was comprised of issues directly from the Court, 
and not what Smith thought they should address. However, without Smith's leadership, the CAC 
could not work effectively. 
The former members also noted that they needed more projects and responsibility so that 
they felt like they were contributing to the success of the Court. It is also necessary to have more 
staff support so that information will be easy to access and they can feel a sense of independence 
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in an advisory capacity. Also, none of the members received an orientation, and they felt that 
would have been very helpful. 
When asked for advice for the planning of the new CAC, one respondent indicated that 
she feels like the new CAC should be more pro-active because she did not feel like they were 
accomplishing anything in the former CAC. Another respondent echoed that feeling by saying 
that meetings were non-participatory, and all they did was listen. She did not like this because she 
did not feel like she was part of the CAC and did not function in the capacity that she thought she 
was going to be able to. Finally, one interviewee said that the CAC needs to be given 
responsibilities and charges that will help the judges. CAC members need to feel ownership of it 
and feel like they are taken seriously. 
Our interviews with individuals in Norfolk, Phoenix, and Richmond proved very helpful in 
increasing our knowledge of CA Cs and issues facing juvenile justice. They helped to define our 
project and gave us more understanding and ideas of what we should and should not do with the 
re-established CAC. 
Action Planning 
The information gathered in the research design and execution stage gave us a solid 
foundation upon which to plan the creation of a CAC for the Richmond JDR Court. To do this 
we concentrated on three areas: (1) deciding how to recruit and appoint the members of the CAC 
(2) creating the by-laws for the CAC with a specific mission and purpose and (3) developing on a 
training manual for the CAC so that they would have a complete orientation . 
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The first part of our action planning consisted of creating the by-laws for the council. The 
by-laws are included in Part II of the project. Many of the elements that we learned through our 
interview process were incorporated into the by-laws. A very specific mission and goals for the 
Council were inserted, which both the key players and the former members of the CAC 
recommended. We also used the committee structure which the Maricopa County CAB uses and 
recommends. Also, specific staff support was outlined so that the CAC would have the 
information that it needs. 
The second element was the development of the training manual. This also is included in 
Part II. Both the Maricopa County CAB and the Norfolk CAC provided solid examples of how a 
complete orientation helps the new members work effectively in the CAC. Thus, using their 
manuals as models, a training manual was created for the Richmond JDR CAC. 
Finally, a strategy was formed to recruit members for the CAC. One of the key questions 
in our interviews centered on the appointment and membership process. After consulting the 
Judges, we decided that it was important to include City Council in the appointment process. The 
pitfalls that the key players forecasted if City Council was not included persuaded both us and the 
Judges to include City Council in the process. We wanted to recruit a diverse panel of members 
for the Council, that was representative of the City of Richmond. The list of potential members 
that the key players provided was helpful and the judges also held a brainstorming session to come 
up with names of potential members that would meet the goal of having a diverse council. After 
doing this, a fax was sent out to each of the potential members asking if they were interested. This 
gave us a solid list of interested individuals in the Council. We made plans to work with the City 
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Council in the appointment process. This included working with the City Clerk, Edna Chavis, to 
discuss the process in which City Council appoints members and to schedule a presentation time 
for us in front of City Council. These planning steps allowed us to move into the implementation 
of the action. 
Implementation of the Action 
The implementation stage consisted of two items: (1) appointing the members to the 
Council and (2) orienting the members. The first part of appointing the members gave us the 
opportunity to work directly with the City Council and the Judges. In order to have City Council 
appoint the members of the CAC, the City Clerk recommended that we present to them during 
one of their informal sessions. Thus, on Monday, February 24, 1997, we went to the City Council 
and presented the by-laws of the CAC. This gave them an overview of what the CAC would do 
and who should be on it. Then, we sent over a list of potential members to the CAC along with 
their resumes. This gave the City Council an opportunity to review who we would like to be on 
the CAC. On April 14, 1997, they will complete the appointment process and we do not foresee 
any problems with them appointing the members that we suggested. Working with the Judges 
was much easier because we had been at the Court since the beginning of September. They gave 
us a list of who they would like to see on the Council and we contacted the people and asked 
them to send us their resume. Then, we sat down with the Judges, reviewed the list, and decided 
who the Judges would like to appoint. A complete list of the impressive members of the 
Richmond JDR CAC members and their resumes is in Appendix D. 
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The second part of the implementation process will occur after we hand in this paper. It 
will be a welcome meeting with the appointed CAC members at the end of April. We will give 
them a tour of the Court, have the Judges present their expectations, give them an overview of 
their role as CAC members, hand out the training manual and pick a date for the retreat. This will 
give the CAC members a time to get to know each other and court personnel. Also, it will begin 
the orientation process for the CAC. 
Evaluation 
The evaluation component, as discussed in the methodology section, will take place after 
the CAC is operational, and thus after we submit this paper. While we will do an evaluation of 
our work, we believe that it is also important for the CAC to evaluate its work. Thus, we have 
put in an evaluation component in the by-laws of the CAC. First, the Chief Operating Officer of 
the Court is responsible for a continuing evaluation of the work of the Court. At the present time, 
that position is filled by Dr. Tom Dertinger. He is to attend every full meeting of the CAC and 
give them feedback on how he thinks they are progressing. Another evaluation component is 
done by the CAC internally. Each year, they are to give an annual report to the Court to detail 
their progress and what future endeavors they plan to work on. Also, the CAC is to have a yearly 
retreat in which they use for reflection on their past and plans for the future. These built in 
components for evaluation allows the CAC to continually evaluate its work. 
By looking at the research findings in the five parts of action-research, one can fully grasp 
how action research allows one to combine research with change. 
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Discussion of the Lessons Learned 
The action oriented nature of the project produced tangible outcomes and 
recommendations that can guide the development of other CACs. The tangible products, 
including the by-laws of the CAC and the training manual, are included in Part II. The 
recommendations and lessons learned from the project will be explained in full detail below. They 
will be laid out in chronological order of the process of creating a CAC. The lessons we learned 
will provide a foundation for others that seek to involve citizens in the workings of the court. 
The Environment. Long before the CAC becomes a reality, the Court must have the 
proper atmosphere to create it. The judges and personnel of the Court must be ready to accept an 
advisory committee that will both praise and critique the activities of the Court. A member of the 
Maricopa County CAB commented, "If the judges don't want it, you can forget about it." If the 
Council is unwanted, it will be ignored and thus have a demoralizing effect on the members of the 
CAC. Also, it will be unable to complete its duties. Most citizens are not knowledgeable about 
the workings of the Court. If they are to provide input about the Court in an advisory capacity, 
they must first understand and learn about the Court. The only people that are capable of serving 
as teachers are the Court personnel. Without the acceptance of the members of the Court, then, 
the CAC will not have the information it needs to function properly. In both the cases of 
Maricopa County and Norfolk, the judges and personnel invited input from the citizens. Thus, the 
CAC was empowered by the Court to complete its duties. However, this may not be the case of 
every Court. In some instances, the judges may wish for the activities of the Court to remain 
veiled from the public eye. If this is so, a CAC will not be accepted and thus not effective. 
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Communication. An open exchange of views, ideas and perspectives is necessary for the 
CAC to have the information to advise the Court properly. This requires two factors to be 
present. First, the communication between the members of the CAC must be honest and open. 
Members must be willing to express their opinions in an objective manner, dismissing any biases 
that might arise due to political connections. Three-fourths of this body will be appointed by a 
political entity, City Council. The members must be willing to not base their opinions on that 
political connection, but on the reality of the facts that they discover at the Court. While personal 
needs, desires, motivations and past personal experiences play a part of every person's 
perceptions, it must not blind the member so much that it leads to biases and errors in advising the 
Court. As the mayor stated in our presentation to the City Council, "I like it. Politics doesn't 
play a part." 29 It is the intention of this body to be as non-political as possible, and open and 
honest communication will maintain that principle. 
Second, the communication influx to the body must not be blocked. The CAC thrives on 
information. If the Court and other juvenile justice entities bar information from reaching the 
members, the body will be unable to function. The By-laws of the CAC allow for liaisons from 
the Court Service Unit, Clerk's Office and the City of Richmond to be present at every meeting. 
The purpose of the attendance of these individuals is to have the necessary resources at the 
disposal of the CAC. Both the Maricopa County CAB and the Norfolk CAC requires the 
attendance of court officials at the meetings. They state that this prevents the progress of the 
CAC from being slowed down due to lack of information. While the attendance of these officials 
29Chavis, Larry. Informal Meeting of City Council. February 24, 1997. 
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is to provide information, it is also important that the personal agendas of the Court officials does 
not bias the information that they provide. The officials are not present to tell the CAC how to 
advise the Court. Their role is to provide the information so that the CAC may then formulate 
their advisement for the Court. 
Membership. The membership of the CAC will ultimately determine whether or not it 
succeeds. It is important to find members that are dedicated and informed so that their 
advisement about the workings of the Court will be listened to by the policy makers of the Court. 
A person that can meet those qualifications is difficult to come by. Thus, the next best thing is to 
recruit a mixture of experts, power players and dedicated individuals. This was the 
overwhelming solution of the key players and the former members of the CAC. They felt that if 
you had a Council that had the following people, you would have the power to provide a 
thoughtful advisement to the Court and the power to make people listen: (1) people that could 
provide professional knowledge about juveniles (2) people that had a great deal of power in the 
City and (3) hard working individuals that were willing to learn about the Court. 
The next step is to recruit these individuals to serve on the CAC. It is almost impossible 
for one person to have the connections to recruit twenty people that fit the above description. 
Thus, the recruitment process must include input from a number of different court officials. 
During our research with the key players, we asked them to recommend individuals that they 
think would be an asset to the council. From the input of those twenty individuals, a list was 
created to help both the Chief Judge and the City Council appoint the council. By networking 
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with multiple people that are involved in the Court, a group of people could be recruited to make 
the CAC a diverse body. 
Once the membership is in place, vacancies will occur from time to time, whether they be 
due to term expiration or other reasons. To empower the CAC to take control of the CAC and 
also give them the opportunity to recruit the members that it needs, a standing membership 
committee should exist. The Maricopa County CAB uses this type of committee to fill vacancies. 
Its role is to recruit and evaluate potential members of the committee. It then suggests names to 
the full CAB for a vote. If the vote passes with a simple majority, then the names are given to the 
Chief Judge for approval. We feel that this would be an effective process for the Richmond JDR 
CAC. While City Council and the Chief Judge would appoint the initial members of the CAC, 
after that point, the CAC would take control of the CAC and be responsible for picking its own 
members with the City Council's or Chief Judge's final approval. This would allow the CAC to 
be self-supportive and empowered. Hopefully, it will also prevent the CAC from becoming such a 
political entity. 
Committee Structure. Another way to motivate the members of the CAC is to allow them 
the opportunity to choose a project of their choice to work on. This would be facilitated in the 
form of a committee structure. Again, this aspect is modeled after the Maricopa County CAB. 
At the beginning of each year, the CAB has a retreat to discuss what their focus will be for the 
next year. From the topics discussed, they create four committees to support those focuses. This 
year, the four committees were: (1) Dependency Committee (2) Youth and Family Support 
Committee (3) Detention Committee ( 4) Membership Committee. The committee structure 
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allows each member of the CAB to funnel their energy in a project of their own choosing. This 
increases the motivation of the members and thus also increases the amount of work completed by 
the CAB. 
The Richmond JDR CAC could benefit from such a process. Former members of the 
CAC described the monthly meetings as a time when they would sit around the table and listen to 
the Chair and outside individuals present information to them. After an hour, they would leave 
and then repeat the process the next month. Because they did not directly participate in the 
Court, they neither felt personal attachment to the CAC and the Court nor did they feel useful. 
This decreased the morale of the group and eventually led to multiple resignations from the body. 
Also, many meetings did not reach quorum because the attendance was so low. To combat this 
problem, the committee structure would allow the members to choose what project they would 
work on at the beginning of each year, and also increase the amount of responsibility to the group. 
Training. One of the most important ways to involve the members of the CAC in the 
Court as soon as possible is to provide them with a complete orientation. This immediate 
knowledge allows them to feel connected with the Court and also have the knowledge to act on 
that connection. Without it, as former members of the Richmond JDR CAC explained, the 
members feel lost as to how they can help out in the Court. By providing each new member with 
a complete training, it prevents that from happening. 
Thus, to avoid a lack of orientation, we have developed a complete training manual to 
guide the members of the Court and CAC in the training process. This not only gives an overview 
of the Court, but it also provides practical information, such as names, phone numbers, and maps. 
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This information will help the member feel involved and also allow the Court to see more work in 
the beginning stages of the CAC because the members have the information upon which to act. 
By detailing the lessons we learned, we provide information to the Richmond JDR CAC to 
use when they are fully formed and to others who are trying to create a citizens advisory council 
for their court or agency. 
Conclusion 
Juvenile crime is a problem that will continue to haunt the nation. While many solutions 
exist, one of the most feasible and hopeful ways to improve the situation is to increase citizen 
involvement in the Court through the establishment of Citizens Advisory Councils. By following 
the model of action research, we have gone through the steps of combining research with change. 
We have provided every part of the foundation for success: from interviewing all of the key 
players that the CAC will be dealing with in years to come to finding staff support; from inviting 
dynamic, successful individuals to be a part of this Council to developing by-laws; from creating a 
training manual to planning an orientation. In the end, we have created a Council that will serve 
as a positive change agent for the Richmond JDR Court. 
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Appendix A 
Interview Questions for Key Players in tlte Richmond Juvenile Justice System 
1. Do you see the re-establishment of the CAC as a positive thing for the City? for your 
office? for the Court? 
2. There are two ways that this Council can be established. First, the City can exercise its 
right to originate the Council and appoint up to fifteen members. The Chief Judge would be given 
the right to appoint up to five members. Second, if the City does not choose to exercise its right, 
the Chief Judge can appoint up to fifteen members of the CAC. Why way do you think would be 
more effective? 
3. We've been investigating other CACs in Richmond, including the Detention Home 
Advisory Council, to use as a model. How does the Detention Home CAC work with the City? 
Do you think it is effective? 
4. We desire for the CAC to be independent and apolitical and interested in serving what is 
best for the juvenile justice system. Is this possible? If so, how do we do it? 
5. What was your experience with the prior CAC for the JDR? Did you find that the City 
worked well with the Council? Was it respected? 
6. What projects would you expect the CAC to accomplish? 
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Appendix B 
Virginia Code 
*16.1-240. Citizens Advisory council.--A. The governing bodies of each county and city served 
by a court service unit may appoint one or more members to a citizens Advisory council, in total 
not to exceed fifteen members; and the chief judge of the juvenile and domestic relations district 
court may appoint one or more members to the Advisory council, in total not to exceed five 
members. The duties of the council shall be as follows: 
1. To advise and cooperate with the court upon all matters affecting the working of this 
law and other laws relating to children, their care and protection and to domestic relations; 
2. To consult and confer with the court and director of the court service unit from time to 
time relative to the development and extension of the court service program; 
3. To encourage the member selected by the council to serve on the central Advisory 
council to visit, as often as the member conveniently can, institutions and associations receiving 
children under this law, and to report to the court from time to time and at least annually in its 
report made pursuant to subdivision 5 hereof the conditions and surroundings of the children 
received by or in charge of any such persons, institutions or associations; 
4. To make themselves familiar with the work of the court under this law; 
5. To make an annual report to the court and the participating governing bodies on the 
work of this council. 
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B. Traveling expenses of the members of the citizens Advisory council shall be paid from 
funds appropriated to the Department of Juvenile Justice in accordance with rules and regulations 
adopted by the State Board. 
C. If the governing body does not exercise its option to appoint a citizens Advisory 
council pursuant to subsection A of this section, the judge of the juvenile and domestic relations 
district court may appoint an Advisory board of citizens, not to exceed fifteen members, who shall 
perform the same duties as provided in this section. 
D. One member selected by each citizens Advisory council shall serve on a central 
Advisory council to consult and confer with the Director and other appropriate staff of the 
Department to assist in carrying out the objectives of the court service program, insofar as 
possible. (Code 1950, * 16.1-157; 1956, c. 555; 1968, c. 435; 1977, c. 559; 1989, c. 733.) 
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Appendix C 
Interview Questions for Former Richmond JDR CAC Members 
1. What, if any, were the problems with the former CAC? 
2. Why did the CAC dissolve? 
3. What was the leadership like in the former CAC? 
4. What kinds of projects did you work on as part of the CAC? 
5. Please give us any advice you might have as we re-establish this CAC. 
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Appendix D 
Appointed Members and Their Resumes 
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, Boa.:rds or Coamu.ssions you c-.i.r=en~ly or 
on.· (Please give dates and oftice held it 
Sig,;iature 
• A~l:.ach add.i~ion.al nee~~ 1! necessary. 
tOOlfj 
Patron: 
COUNCIL AP~OI~O SOAACS AND COMMISSIONS 
B~O:G~omm INFOW.ATION 
Please Frint or Type: 
Ca11rt £;it i zeos (Name of Board, Conun.tssion or Aut.hcri~Yl 
NAME: F. Todd Gray (first, middle, last) 
HOME NUMB~R: ~6~z2~---~z8~3~3~---- DAYTIME m.IM3ER! __;3~2~1~-~s.J.IS;;1..-___ _ 
HO~ ADDRESS: 55261 R,0£.kv i ew Curve 
EMPt.OTI:R: 5th St. Baptist Churcb~OS!T:::ON: 
BUSI.ID:SS ADDRESS: 2300 Thi rd ililenye 
ZIP ~ODE: _z3278 
~P.,.a..as..._t,..n.._r_~-HOW LONG? !2....Xears 
ZIP ::onE: 23222 
Is you.r place of employmen-: located in c:ie City x or County '? 
Are you a City ~esident1 Yes 
Az:e you re9is~~red t:o vote in the City7 Yes No X 
If you•~e net: a City reside:it:, !.n whlc!'l. coun-cy do ,you resl,,de'? 
Henrico 
Please desc=ibe eccca~lonal c~ckgrounc anc e;qe:ienca ~hie~ you 
~ill hring to t~e Comm.i~tee.~ 
Other C~ty of Riclunond, BoA.rds or Comm..tssions you cur:ently or 
have previously served on.· (?lea~e give dates and office held if 
applicable) · 
None 
Other Community Involvement:• 
Establishment of Highland Pe11k Leadership Roundtable, Es~abljsbed ]st Cornrnuniry 
Festival, Organized and Egui_pped fjr5t Cjtizen's PatcQ.1 Establ i~bgd 
~ Att.acn addi~ional sheeu if ne~essa.ry. 
"I,,'.). KO(l" Atlf. H) I }I 9068 08L t08.Q, os:sr !6/Hno 
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PARTil 
By-Laws of the Citizens Advisory Council for the Richmond Ju-v~nile and Domestic 
Relations Court 
Article I - Mission 
The mission of the Citizens Advisory Council (CAC) for the Richmond Juvenile and Domestic 
Relations (JDR) Court shall be: to provide citizen input into the workings of the Court. 
Article II - Purpose 
The CAC of the Richmond JDR is established for the purpose of enhancing the effectiveness of 
the Court in serving the needs of the Commonwealth of Virginia in the field of juvenile justice and 
domestic relations and for such purposes as to advise the Court as to the individual community's 
needs, effectiveness of service programs, and policy matters as seen by the members of the 
Council. 
Article ill - Duties and Functions 
Section I - Duties 
The duties of the CAC are outlined in the Code of Virginia 16.1-240: 
1. To advise and cooperate with the court upon all matters affecting the working of this law 
and other laws relating to children, their care and protection and to domestic relations. 
2. To consult and confer with the court and director of the court service unit from time to 
time relative to the development and extension of the court service program. 
3. To encourage the member selected by the council to serve on the central Advisory council 
to visit, as often as the member conveniently can, institutions and associations receiving 
children under this law, and to report to the court from time to time and at least annually 
in its report made pursuant to subdivision 5 hereof the conditions and surroundings of the 
children received by or in charge of any such persons, institutions or associations. 
4. To make themselves familiar with the work of the court under this law. 
5. To make an annual report to the court and the participating governing bodies on the work 
of the council. 
Section II - Limitation of Authority 
The CAC shall have no authority to direct or control the Judges, the Director of the Court Service 
Unit or any staff of the Richmond JDR Court in any manner whatever, nor to control the 
administration of programs, nor to set policy, but shall serve in an Advisory capacity only. The 
Chief Operating Officer of the Richmond JDR Court shall monitor the activities of the CAC and 
shall have the authority to recommend removal of any found to have committed unethical or 
improper behavior. 
Article IV-Membership 
Section I-Number and Tenure 
The CAC may consist of twenty (20) persons to be appointed by both the Richmond City Council 
and the Richmond JDR Chief Judge. The City Council may appoint up to fifteen (15) persons, 
and the judges may appoint up to five (5) persons. Each member of the CAC shall serve a term 
commencing on the first day ofMay following his or her appointment, continuing for three (3) 
years and until his or her successor has been duly appointed and qualified; provided, however, 
that six (6) of the persons constituting the first Board shall serve for an initial term of one (I) 
year, seven (7) for an initial term of two (2) years, and seven (7) for an initial term of three (3) 
years as designated in their respective appointments, and in each case until their respective 
successors shall have been duly appointed and qualified. The terms of one-third of the CAC, or as 
nearly so as practical, shall expire each year. Those persons designated to serve on the first CAC 
for an initial term ofless than three (3) years and those appointed to fill a vacancy and serve out 
an expired term may be reappointed. 
Section 2-Nomination and Qualification 
According to Virginia Code 16 .1-240 A., 
the governing bodies of each county and city served by a court service unit may appoint 
one or more members to a citizens Advisory council, in total not to exceed fifteen 
members; and the chief judge of the Juvenile and Domestic Relations district court may 
appoint one or more members to the Advisory council, in total not to exceed five 
members. 
The first year, nominations will be solicited from both the judges and the City. Letters will be sent 
to the nominees, expressing our interest in them to be a part of the CAC. If they are interested, 
we would ask that they fill out an application form and send a brief biography. In selecting 
persons to serve on the Council, factors such as occupation, field of interest, place of residence, 
demonstration of concern for human welfare, and similar factors, to the end that the CAC shall be 
comprised of persons having a wide scope of abilities, concerns, influence, and be a representative 
cross section of the City of Richmond. To the extent possible, CAC members should be made up 
oflocal community and business leaders and concerned citizens who do not have any personal or 
business agendas related to the business of the Richmond JDR. There will be no discrimination 
based on age, sex, race, creed, religion, color, or national origin. All members of the CAC shall 
reside or work in the City of Richmond. 
The following years, the Chairperson shall appoint a membership committee of three (3) CAC 
members who in concert with the Chief Operating Officer of the Richmond JDR will solicit and 
consider nominations from the Richmond JDR CAC, the City Council, Richmond JDRjudges, 
staff members in the CSU and Clerk's office of the Richmond JDR, and other individuals and 
organized bodies who would likely be a source for nominations of persons qualified for CAC 
membership in accordance with these bylaws. The membership committee in concert with the 
Chief Operating Officer of the Richmond JDR shall present its recommendations of persons to fill 
the vacancies for approval. The Chairperson will forward those names along with the CAC' s 
recommendations to the Richmond JDR Chief Judge or City Council for final selection. In 
selecting persons to serve on the CAC, consideration will be given to the same factors as the first 
year. 
Upon acceptance by the CAC, City Council, and/or judges, each new CAC member shall 
complete a required orientation. 
Section 3-Vacancies 
Any vacancy occurring in the Council and any membership to be filled by reason of an increase in 
the number of members shall be filled by the consent of the judges or City Council following 
procedures prescribed by the foregoing Section II of Article IV. A person so appointed to fill a 
vacancy shall serve for the remainder of the unexpired term of his or her predecessor in office. 
Section 4-Compensation 
Members of the CAC shall not receive any compensation for their services. Expenses incurred on 
CAC related travel shall be paid from funds appropriated to the Department of Juvenile Justice in 
accordance with rules and regulations adopted by the State Board. 
Article V-Officers and Duties 
Section I-Officers 
The officers of the CAC shall be a Chairperson and Vice Chairperson and such other officers as 
may be determined from time to time by the CAC. 
Section 2-Election and Term of Office 
The officers shall be elected annually by the CAC from among its membership at its last meeting 
preceding the first day of May of each year. New offices may be created and filled at any meeting 
of the Council. Each Officer shall serve until the end of April or until his or her successor shall 
have been duly elected and qualified. 
Section 3-Removal 
Any Officer elected by the Council may be removed by a vote of two-thirds of the existing CAC 
whenever, in its judgment, the best interest of the CAC and its objectives would be served by so 
doing. 
Section 4-Vacancies 
A vacancy in any office because of death, resignation, disqualification, or otherwise may be filled 
by a recommendation of the CAC, with final approval of the City Council or Chief Judge, for the 
unexpired term. 
Section 5-Chairperson 
The Chairperson shall preside at all meetings of the CAC and shall in general supervise and give 
direction to its activities. He or she shall sign all resolutions and written communications of the 
Council. The Chairperson or his or her delegate may attend management meetings of the JDR 
and/or City Council in an ex-officio capacity. The Chairperson shall represent the Richmond JDR 
CAC at various meetings and activities as appropriate. 
Section 6-Vice-Chairperson 
In the absence of the Chairperson, or in the event of his or her inability or refusal to act, the Vice-
Chairperson shall perform the duties and functions of the Chairperson and when so acting, shall 
have all the powers of, and be subject to all the restrictions upon the Chairperson. The Vice-
Chairperson shall perform other such duties as from time to time may be assigned to him or her by 
the Chairperson or by the CAC. The Vice-Chairperson shall annually review the bylaws and make 
recommendations for revisions as needed. 
Section 7-Secretary 
The secretary shall be responsible for recording the minutes of the meeting and performing any 
other administrative duties appointed by either the Chairperson or the Executive Director. 
Support for these administrative duties shall be provided by the staff support from the Clerk's 
Office, mentioned in Article VIII. 
Article VI-Committees and Subcommittees 
Section I-Membership Committee 
There shall be a standing membership committee, investigating who they think should be 
appointed and inquiring to them if they would be interested. The membership committee shall 
then take these nominees to City Council and the Chief Judge for approval. A chair of the 
membership committee shall be selected by the committee members. 
Section 2-0ther Committees 
Other standing committees may be created by the CAC on recommendation of the Chairperson to 
enhance the effectiveness of the CAC, with members of such committees being required to be 
members of the CAC. Sub-committees may be appointed by action of the CAC for particular 
purposes to advise and inform the Council on specific matters whenever, in the judgment of the 
CAC, the services of such a sub-committee would enhance the effectiveness of the CAC. Persons 
appointed to serve on sub-committees shall not be required to be members of the CAC. A chair 
of each committee shall be selected by the committee members. 
Section 3-Meeting Time of Committees 
Committees are expected to meet at least once in between the meetings of the full council. 
Special meetings of the committees may be called by the chair of the committee. 
Article VU-Meetings 
Section I-Time and Place 
The CAC shall meet in regular sessions at least quarterly each year. Special meetings of the CAC 
may be called by the Chairperson, or in the event of his or her failure or refusal to act, by a 
majority of the CAC. The time and place for the holding of regular meetings may be provided by 
resolution of the CAC. The time and place for the holding of special meetings shall be stated in 
the call. 
Section 2-Notice 
Notice of any meeting of the CAC shall be given not less than five (5) days prior to, by written 
notice delivered personally or sent by mail or fax machine to each member of the CAC at his or 
her address as shown by records of the CAC. Any member may waive notice of any meeting. 
Section 3-Quorum 
A simple majority of the CAC shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at any 
meeting of the CAC, but if fewer than a quorum are present at any meeting, a majority of those 
present may choose to conduct the meeting unofficially or adjourn without further notice. 
Section 4-Manner of Acting 
The act of a majority of the members of the CAC present at a meeting at which a quorum is in 
attendance shall be the act of the CAC. 
Section 5-Failure to Attend Meeting 
Unless excused by express action of the CAC, the failure of a member to attend three (3) 
consecutive meetings of the CAC, whether regular or special meetings, following notice as 
required by these by-laws, the CAC shall operate to terminate such person's membership on the 
CAC with a resultant vacancy to be filled by consent of the City Council or the Chief Judge, 
consistent with Article IV, Section 2. 
Article VIII - Staff Support 
The CAC shall be staffed by the Chief Operating Officer of the Court who will serve as an ex-
officio member and as Executive Director. The Court Service Unit and the City Administration 
shall provide a liaison to serve as an ex-officio member. The Clerk's Office shall provide a person 
to serve as an ex-officio member and provide support to the secretary of the council. 
Article IX - Amendments 
These bylaws may be amended or repealed and new bylaws may be adopted by a majority of the 
quorum of the Richmond JDR CAC present at any meeting with the approval of the Executive 
Director, provided that not less than fourteen (14) days written notice is given to the members of 
the CAC of the proposal to amend or repeal or to adopt new bylaws at such meeting; such notice 
to set forth, specifically, the action to be taken. 
These by-laws have been accepted and approved on _______________ _ 
Chairperson 
Executive Director 
Training Manual 
for the 
Richmond Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court 
Citizens Advisory Council 
MEETING CALENDAR 
The CAC will decide meeting dates, times, and locations for the entire year at their orientation 
retreat. Each committee will also decide meeting dates, times, and locations. 
RICHMOND JUVENILE AND DOMESTIC RELATIONS COURT (JDR) 
CITIZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL (CAC) COMMITTEES 
1. Membership Committee 
It will be the responsibility of the membership committee to solicit nominations from the 
Richmond JDR CAC, the City Council, Richmond JDRjudges, staff members in the CSU and 
Clerk's Office of the Richmond JDR, and other individuals and organized bodies who would likely 
be a source for nominations of persons qualified for CAC membership. This committee will then, 
with the help of the Chief Operating Officer, present its recommendations of persons to fill the 
vacancies to City Council and the Chief Judge for approval. 
Other standing committees will be developed at the recommendation of the Chairperson on issues 
to enhance the effectiveness of the CAC. All members of the CAC are required to serve on a 
committee. 
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RICHMOND JDR CAC MAILING ADDRESSES AND PIIONE NUMBERS 
This list will be compiled after the April 14th meeting of City Council in which they will approve 
the CAC members. 
EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS 
The Honorable Kimberly B. O'Donnell 
The Honorable Audrey Franks 
The Honorable Angela Roberts 
The Honorable Richard Taylor, Jr. 
The Honorable Harold W. Burgess, Jr. 
Dr. Tom Dertinger, COO 
Richmond JDR 
1600 N. 17th Street 
Richmond, VA 23219-1214 
Mr. Oliver Hill 
City Liaison 
Representative from Clerk's Office 
Representative from CSU 
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RICHMOND JDR TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
Dr. Tom Dertinger, COO 
Diane Ickes, secretary to the judges 
CSU 
Clerk's Office 
780-8976 
780-8918 
780-8977 
780-8900 
Key Player Telephone Numbers and Addresses 
James Banks, Chair of Public Safety 
City Hall, Suite 200 
900 East Broad St. 
Richmond, VA 23219 
698-3500 
Viola Baskerville 
Vice Mayor 
900 East Broad St. 
Richmond, VA 23219 
780-5426 
Robert Bobb 
City Manager 
900 East Broad St. 
Richmond, VA 23 219 
780-7970 
Eric Cantor 
Virginia House of Delegates 
P.O. Box 28280 
Richmond, VA 23228 
266-6100 
Edna Chavis 
City Clerk 
City Hall, Suite 200 
900 East Broad St. 
Richmond, VA 23 219 
780-7955 
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Lany Chavis 
Mayor of Richmond 
900 East Broad St., Room 20 I 
Richmond, VA 23219 
780-7977 
Patricia Conn 
School Superintendent 
Richmond Public Schools 
301 North 9th St., 17th FL 
Richmond, VA 23219 
780-7700 
Michael Evans 
Director of Social Services 
900 East Marshall S.; Room 330 
Richmond, VA 23219 
780-7430 
Frank Hall 
Virginia House of Delegates 
2800 Buford Rd., Suite 202 
Richmond, VA 23235 
272-1515 
Susan Hanson 
Deputy Public Defender 
1600 North 17th St. 
Richmond, VA 23219 
Sheila Hill-Christian 
City Department of Juvenile Justice 
900 East Broad St., Room 302 
Richmond, VA 23219 
780-5987 
780-8051 fax 
Dwight Jones 
Virginia House of Delegates 
P.O. Box 2347 
Richmond, VA 23218-2347 
233-7679 
5 
Benjamin Lambert 
Senate of Virginia 
904 North 1st St. 
Richmond, VA 23219 
643-3534 
Judge Donald Lemons, Circuit Court 
John Marshall Courts Building 
400 North 9th St. 
Richmond, VA 23219 
780-6512 
Henry Marsh 
Senate of Virginia 
509 North 3rd St. 
Richmond, VA 23219 
648-9073 
Lundi Martin 
Director of Mental Health and Mental Retardation 
900 East Marshall St., Suite 160 
Richmond, VA 23219 
780-5993 
Sandra Martin 
Detention Home Administrator of Community Programming 
780-8936 
Michelle Mitchell 
City Sheriff 
1701 Fairfield Way 
Richmond, VA 23223 
780-8630 
Jerry Oliver 
Chief of Police 
501 North 9th St., Room G39 
Richmond, VA 23219 
780-6700 
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Panny Rhodes 
Virginia House of Delegates 
P.O. Box 14569 
Richmond, VA 23 221 
285-2718 
John Rockecharlie 
Deputy Commonwealth's Attorney 
1600 North 17th St. 
Richmond, VA 23219 
John Rupp 
City Attorney 
900 East Broad St., Room 300 
Richmond, VA 23219 
780-7946 
State Department of Juvenile Justice 
P.O. Box 1110 
Richmond, VA 23218-1110 
Other Helpful Phone Numbers 
Center for State Courts 
contact--Maria Schmitt, Washington, D.C. office 
(703) 841-0200 
National Center for Juvenile and Family Court Judges 
contact--Hunter Hurst, Pittsburgh, PA 
(412) 227-6950 
(412) 227-6955 
Marion Kelly 
Juvenile Justice Specialist for Commonwealth of Virginia 
225-4072 
Chief Judge William Williams 
NorfolkJDR 
800 East City Hall Ave. 
Norfolk, VA 23510 
(804) 683-9301 
(804) 683-9396 
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Kevin Moran 
Director of CSU 
800 East City Hall Ave. 
Norfolk, VA23510 
(804) 664-7663 
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RICHMOND JDR CAC 
Virginia Code 
* 16.1-240. Citizens Advisory council.--A. The governing bodies of each county and city served 
by a court service unit may appoint one or more members to a citizens advisory council, in total 
not to exceed fifteen members; and the chief judge of the juvenile and domestic relations district 
court may appoint one or more members to the advisory council, in total not to exceed five 
members. The duties of the council shall be as follows: 
1. To advise and cooperate with the court upon all matters affecting the working of this 
law and other laws relating to children, their care and protection and to domestic relations; 
2. To consult and confer with the court and director of the court service unit from time to 
time relative to the development and extension of the court service program; 
3. To encourage the member selected by the council to serve on the central advisory 
council to visit, as often as the member conveniently can, institutions and associations receiving 
children under this law, and to report to the court from time to time and at least annually in its 
report made pursuant to subdivision 5 hereof the conditions and surroundings of the children 
received by or in charge of any such persons, institutions or associations; 
4. To make themselves familiar with the work of the court under this law; 
5. To make an annual report to the court and the participating governing bodies on the 
work of this council. 
B. Traveling expenses of the members of the citizens advisory council shall be paid from 
funds appropriated to the Department of Juvenile Justice in accordance with rules and regulations 
adopted by the State Board. 
C. If the governing body does not exercise its option to appoint a citizens advisory 
council pursuant to subsection A of this section, the judge of the juvenile and domestic relations 
district court may appoint an advisory board of citizens, not to exceed fifteen members, who shall 
perform the same duties as provided in this section. 
D. One member selected by each citizens advisory council shall serve on a central 
advisory council to consult and confer with the Director and other appropriate staff of the 
Department to assist in carrying out the objectives of the court service program, insofar as 
possible. (Code 1950, * 16.1-157; 1956, c. 555; 1968, c. 435; 1977, c. 559; 1989, c. 733.) 
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Richmond JDR CAC Proposed By-Laws 
By-Laws of the Citizens Advisory Council for the Richmond Juvenile and 
Domestic Relations Court 
Article I - Mission 
The mission of the Citizens Advisory Council (CAC) for the Richmond Juvenile and Domestic 
Relations (JDR) Court shall be: to provide citizen input into the workings of the Court. 
Article II - Purpose 
The CAC of the Richmond JDR is established for the purpose of enhancing the effectiveness of 
the Court in serving the needs of the Commonwealth of Virginia in the field of juvenile justice and 
domestic relations and for such purposes as to advise the Court as to the individual community's 
needs, effectiveness of service programs, and policy matters as seen by the members of the 
Council. 
Article ill - Duties and Functions 
Section I - Duties 
The duties of the CAC are outlined in the Code of Virginia 16.1-240: 
1. To advise and cooperate with the court upon all matters affecting the working of this law 
and other laws relating to children, their care and protection and to domestic relations. 
2. To consult and confer with the court and director of the court service unit from time to 
time relative to the development and extension of the court service program. 
3. To encourage the member selected by the council to serve on the central Advisory council 
to visit, as often as the member conveniently can, institutions and associations receiving 
children under this law, and to report to the court from time to time and at least annually 
in its report made pursuant to subdivision 5 hereof the conditions and surroundings of the 
children received by or in charge of any such persons, institutions or associations. 
4. To make themselves familiar with the work of the court under this law. 
5. To make an annual report to the court and the participating governing bodies on the work 
of the council. 
Section II - Limitation of Authority 
The CAC shall have no authority to direct or control the Judges, the Director of the Court Service 
Unit or any staff of the Richmond JDR Court in any manner whatever, nor to control the 
administration of programs, nor to set policy, but shall serve in an Advisory capacity only. The 
Chief Operating Officer of the Richmond JDR Court shall monitor the activities of the CAC and 
IO 
shall have the authority to recommend removal of any found to have c-'.>mmitted unethical or 
improper behavior. 
Article IV-Membership 
Section I-Number and Tenure 
The CAC may consist of twenty (20) persons to be appointed by both the Richmond City Council 
and the Richmond JDR Chief Judge. The City Council may appoint up to fifteen (15) persons, 
and the judges may appoint up to five (5) persons. Each member of the CAC shall serve a term 
commencing on the first day of May following his or her appointment, continuing for three (3) 
years and until his or her successor has been duly appointed and qualified; provided, however, 
that six ( 6) of the persons constituting the first Board shall serve for an initial term of one ( 1) 
year, seven (7) for an initial term of two (2) years, and seven (7) for an initial term of three (3) 
years as designated in their respective appointments, and in each case until their respective 
successors shall have been duly appointed and qualified. The terms of one-third of the CAC, or as 
nearly so as practical, shall expire each year. Those persons designated to serve on the first CAC 
for an initial term ofless than three (3) years and those appointed to fill a vacancy and serve out 
an expired term may be reappointed. 
Section 2-Nomination and Qualification 
According to Virginia Code 16.1-240 A, 
the governing bodies of each county and city served by a court service unit may appoint 
one or more members to a citizens Advisory council, in total not to exceed fifteen 
members; and the chief judge of the Juvenile and Domestic Relations district court may 
appoint one or more members to the Advisory council, in total not to exceed five 
members. 
The first year, nominations will be solicited from both the judges and the City. Letters will be sent 
to the nominees, expressing our interest in them to be a part of the CAC. If they are interested, 
we would ask that they fill out an application form and send a brief biography. In selecting 
persons to serve on the Council, factors such as occupation, field of interest, place of residence, 
demonstration of concern for human welfare, and similar factors, to the end that the CAC shall be 
comprised of persons having a wide scope of abilities, concerns, influence, and be a representative 
cross section of the City of Richmond. To the extent possible, CAC members should be made up 
oflocal community and business leaders and concerned citizens who do not have any personal or 
business agendas related to the business of the Richmond JDR. There will be no discrimination 
based on age, sex, race, creed, religion, color, or national origin. All members of the CAC shall 
reside or work in the City of Richmond. 
The following years, the Chairperson shall appoint a membership committee of three (3) CAC 
members who in concert with the Chief Operating Officer of the Richmond JDR will solicit and 
consider nominations from the Richmond JDR CAC, the City Council, Richmond IDR judges, 
staff members in the CSU and Clerk's office of the Richmond JDR, and other individuals and 
I I 
organized bodies who would likely be a source for nominations of persons qualified for CAC 
membership in accordance with these bylaws. The membership committee in concert with the 
Chief Operating Officer of the Richmond JDR shall present its recommendations of persons to fill 
the vacancies for approval. The Chairperson will forward those names along with the CAC' s 
recommendations to the Richmond JDR Chief Judge or City Council for final selection. In 
selecting persons to serve on the CAC, consideration will be given to the same factors as the first 
year. 
Upon acceptance by the CAC, City Council, and/or judges, each new CAC member shall 
complete a required orientation. 
Section 3-Vacancies 
Any vacancy occurring in the Council and any membership to be filled by reason of an increase in 
the number of members shall be filled by the consent of the judges or City Council following 
procedures prescribed by the foregoing Section II of Article IV. A person so appointed to fill a 
vacancy shall serve for the remainder of the unexpired term of his or her predecessor in office. 
Section 4-Compensation 
Members of the CAC shall not receive any compensation for their services. Expenses incurred on 
CAC related travel shall be paid from funds appropriated to the Department of Juvenile Justice in 
accordance with rules and regulations adopted by the State Board. 
Article V-Officers and Duties 
Section ]-Officers 
The officers of the CAC shall be a Chairperson and Vice Chairperson and such other officers as 
· may be determined from time to time by the CAC. 
Section 2-Election and Term of Office 
The officers shall be elected annually by the CAC from among its membership at its last meeting 
preceding the first day of May of each year. New offices may be created and filled at any meeting 
of the Council. Each Officer shall serve until the end of April or until his or her successor shall 
have been duly elected and qualified. 
Section 3-Removal 
Any Officer elected by the Council may be removed by a vote of two-thirds of the existing CAC 
whenever, in its judgment, the best interest of the CAC and its objectives would be served by so 
doing. 
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Section 4-Vacancies 
A vacancy in any office because of death, resignation, disqualification, or otherwise may be filled 
by a recommendation of the CAC, with final approval of the City Council or Chief Judge, for the 
unexpired term.· 
Section 5-Chairperson 
The Chairperson shall preside at all meetings of the CAC and shall in general supervise and give 
direction to its activities. He or she shall sign all resolutions and written communications of the 
Council. The Chairperson or his or her delegate may attend management meetings of the JDR 
and/or City Council in an ex-officio capacity. The Chairperson shall represent the Richmond JDR 
CAC at various meetings and activities as appropriate. 
Section 6-Vice-Chairperson 
In the absence of the Chairperson, or in the event of his or her inability or refusal to act, the Vice-
Chairperson shall perform the duties and functions of the Chairperson and when so acting, shall 
have all the powers of, and be subject to all the restrictions upon the Chairperson. The Vice-
Chairperson shall perform other such duties as from time to time may be assigned to him or her by 
the Chairperson or by the CAC. The Vice-Chairperson shall annually review the bylaws and make 
recommendations for revisions as needed. 
Section 7-Secretary 
The secretary shall be responsible for recording the minutes of the meeting and performing any 
other administrative duties appointed by either the Chairperson or the Executive Director. 
Support for these administrative duties shall be provided by the staff support from the Clerk's 
Office, mentioned in Article VIII. 
Article VI-Committees and Subcommittees 
Section I-Membership Committee 
There shall be a standing membership committee, investigating who they think should be 
appointed and inquiring to them if they would be interested. The membership committee shall 
then take these nominees to City Council and the Chief Judge for approval. A chair of the 
membership committee shall be selected by the committee members. 
Section 2-0ther Committees 
Other standing committees may be created by the CAC on recommendation of the Chairperson to 
enhance the effectiveness of the CAC, with members of such committees being required to be 
members of the CAC. Sub-committees may be appointed by action of the CAC for particular 
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purposes to advise and inform the Council on specific matters whenev~r, in the judgment of the 
CAC, the services of such a sub-committee would enhance the effectiveness of the CAC. Persons 
appointed to serve on sub-committees shall not be required to be members of the CAC. A chair 
of each committee shall be selected by the committee members. 
Section 3-Meeting Time of Committees 
Committees are expected to meet at least once in between the meetings of the full council. 
Special meetings of the committees may be called by the chair of the committee. 
Article Vil-Meetings 
Section I-Time and Place 
The CAC shall meet in regular sessions at least quarterly each year. Special meetings of the CAC 
may be called by the Chairperson, or in the event of his or her failure or refusal to act, by a 
majority of the CAC. The time and place for the holding of regular meetings may be provided by 
resolution of the CAC. The time and place for the holding of special meetings shall be stated in 
the call. 
Section 2-Notice 
Notice of any meeting of the CAC shall be given not less than five ( 5) days prior to, by written 
notice delivered personally or sent by mail or fax machine to each member of the CAC at his or 
her address as shown by records of the CAC. Any member may waive notice of any meeting. 
Section 3-Quorum 
A simple majority of the CAC shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at any 
meeting of the CAC, but if fewer than a quorum are present at any meeting, a majority of those 
present may choose to conduct the meeting unofficially or adjourn without further notice. 
Section 4-Manner of Acting 
The act of a majority of the members of the CAC present at a meeting at which a quorum is in 
attendance shall be the act of the CAC. 
Section 5-Failure to Attend Meeting 
Unless excused by express action of the CAC, the failure of a member to attend three (3) 
consecutive meetings of the CAC, whether regular or special meetings, following notice as 
required by these by-laws, the CAC shall operate to terminate such person's membership on the 
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CAC with a resultant vacancy to be filled by consent of the City Cour.cil or the Chief Judge, 
consistent with Article IV, Section 2. 
Article VIlI - Staff Support 
The CAC shall be staffed by the Chief Operating Officer of the Court who will serve as an ex-
officio member and as Executive Director. The Court Service Unit and the City Administration 
shall provide a liaison to serve as an ex-officio member. The Clerk's Office shall provide a person 
to serve as an ex-officio member and provide support to the secretary of the council. 
Article IX - Amendments 
These bylaws may be amended or repealed and new bylaws may be adopted by a majority of the 
quorum of the Richmond JDR CAC present at any meeting with the approval of the Executive 
Director, provided that not less than fourteen (14) days written notice is given to the members of 
the CAC of the proposal to amend or repeal or to adopt new bylaws at such meeting; such notice 
to set forth, specifically, the action to be taken. 
These by-laws have been accepted and approved on _______________ _ 
Chairperson 
Executive Director 
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NAME: ~be.rt E. Shepherd, .Jr. 
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HOME ADDRESS: 8600 Gem Sp:eet, RicJ:m;md. VA ZIP ~ODE: 23235 
EMPLOYER: Univ. of Richrrcnd POSITION: I.aw professor HOW LONG? :l~rs. 
Richm::md, VA 
BUSINESS ADDRESS: School of Law, Univ. of Richmond ZIP CODE: 23173 
----
!s yo~r place of emplcyraent lccated in the City_.::_ or County ? 
Are you a City resident? Yes No X NUMBER Of TIA.RS? 
A:e you registered to vote in the City? Yes 
----
No __ x __ _ 
If you're not a Ci~y resident, i!'1 ;.,hic:h c:ounty do _ycu res.i;ie? 
Chesterfield 
Please desc=ibe ecuc:ation~l c4c:kgrounc anc ex;ie:ience whic~ you 
will bring to the Corm:nittee.• 
. . 
forner Assistant Attorney General of Virginia and professor of law specializing 
in juvenile law issues 
Other City of lU~hmond, B0Ar~ or Commission~ ycu cur=ently or 
have previously served on.· (Please give dates and office held it 
applicable) · 
none 
Other Ccmmunity Involvement:• 
board rrember, Action Alliance for Virginia's Children and Youth; Chair, 
Virginia Bar Association Cornnission on the N~ of Children~ 
. !~2-~iJJ· 
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A=-2 yo~ regis~ered to vote in t.~e C~ty? ~es __ _ No ✓ 
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Patron: 
COUNCIL APPO!NTE'O BOArulS AND CO~ISSIONS 
BACXCiiWUND INFORMA'!'ION 
Pleose Print er Type: 
c-,ti°<.eV"S Advi·so,~ Cuunci1 -Be bmJncil jl)R_ 
(Name of B0u, Commission ot A'-ltho!:'it.y) 
NAME: 
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MOM£ NUMB£R: '7'-f)- 9Co9 3 DA'!T!ME MUN3E~: ~ SS"r-&, 
HOME: ADDRESS! 3tJ7 :s -6,Q SK1V1 S tc..O %IP coo~: dJ3;;J. 3 ~ 
. 
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-
BUSINESS .ADOR!:5S: ?. Q. fut cy9/ J / ?I:P COOE: q6~Y.)_ 
Is yo~r place ot employment lccat •c inc~• C!~y _ ar County L1 
A.re you a. City res iden't.? Yes __ Ne ~ mn!.BG OF' Y-..:.ARS7 
--
A:'e you regis~ere~ to vote in tna Ci~y? Yes __ _ No 
If you're no~ a C~~7 res1de~t, !~ ~n.ic~ e~un~y do you resist-•? 
1-knri e u · 
Please dQSC::ibe ecu~aeiona.l ~ock;:cun~ ~n~ ex;e:ience wn.ic~ ycu 
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£. S).. Q_, ~lJ...-,v-r-.Q_. 
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have praviou:1l~ served ou.· (Please give daees and ot!iea held if 
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----~"' OrsA £~cl 
Other Commmity I~volvem.en~:• 
cf o fth~ ~ fac Fk-uccc--iM!J 
-
.. 
Patron: 
COUNCIL AP~OINTtD BOA.RCS AND CCTMM!SSIONS 
BACXGROU'ND INFO!U'.AT!ON 
NAME : ~/1,:,, C.,, -Jd,, T-z.. (ti~, middle, last) 
HOME NUMBER: s 5 8'°-~ <). f OA'!!IME NUM3E:R: / ~(; · 3'ir ~ 9 
I 
HOME ADDRESS: d<.D 7 A/, ~,€.19 /fl~'f '5J ZIP CODE: c:J.3-Z.2 0 
~ton:R~iJ-~~OSITI.ON: ~.Ll.t~ ·How LONG?:~~-
BUSIN!SS AODRESS: !!313 e:. /J'bi/fJ .,j/. &./4 fJtJ5 ZIP CODE: c.?d..2.JF9 
Is your place of employmen~ lc~atec i~ ~~e Clty ::/_ or County_? 
Are you a Cit:y resident? Yes ':/.. No 
A::e you regis~ered to vote in t~e Ci~y? Yes _..x'-- No ___ _ 
If you're not a City resident, !.::'1 wh.!.c!l c~~n-cy do _ycu res.1.Jie? 
Please describe e~ucaticnal cack~=ounc an~ ex;,e=ience wnich you 
~ill b:~ns to t~e _Com:znlttee.', 
-k.A.~, ~ ~fi~ lawfr¼ a-au~~ 
Other City cf Richmond, Beards er Coi:mJ.gsion~ vou c-..u:=en~ly or 
have previously se.rved en.· {Please give dates and 0!fice held if 
applica..cle) 
• Atta~h additional 3heet.! 1! nece5~a,_--y. 
111nn RIii 
I• v.:..., V.:... 
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Patron: 
COUNCIL AilPOINTttl BOAJtD! AND CO~ISSIONS 
:SACXGROUND I FORMATION 
Pleas• Prin~ 0r Typos 
C,ti2U19 (+d,v,$~ (,p,~ CCAC..) 
(Name ef Boud, Co ss10n or AU~ho~i~y} 
HOM!: NUMBER: 73 0 - 7 /, t, ? OA~I!a NUMBER: 
HOK£ ADDRESS: 'f I 2 'I A tu t>e. Qr:t ve- ZIP CODt: ;}3 //(,, 
~LOYER: & c.,hMond. f½hl1i, txk6/s POSITION: tpl,,..,ntJG/°:,: ROW LONG? i ~ / y-r.:;. 
BUSINT::SS AOCR£SS: l3DI wJ,,fGh~ k~ %!SI coot: c}.322s-
Is your place of em~loymen~ lcca~ed in t~e Ci~7 ...i,,_ or C0unty _1 
A.re you a Ci~y resident? Yes __ No ..X.. Nm!B£R or Y-~? 
A=a yc1.1 regi~~arad to vote in th• Ci~y? Y•~ No _ _..K ___  
If yo1.1'r~ not. a. City ra~iden-e, ir. whic:!\ c:~unty ci0 _you rtt5.1pe? 
H 0-n p ,Je,,- . kQJ.t11-1y 
Pla&5e ~e~c~ibe edueae10nal ~a~k;rcunc anc ex;•~ienca vh.ich you 
will bring ~o t~e Committee.• 
Th1r±1. Twp I 
Ot.h•r City of Richmond., B0a.rc1S or ccmm..Ls3ion~ you c:ur:ently or 
have previQUSly se:vfid on.' (Pl1~3e giv• dates &.nd offLce held il 
applical:ile) · 
/'Jone. 
tiOArl oRL rou:i. t IA./1717 
... , 
• .> 
, 
Patron: 
COUNCIL APPOINTED BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Please Print or Type: 
R\'c,hmotld Ju,ve,n·, le anJ Dowi.es±1c.,, ~~ \a+:cYJs Gu~ l,'-+,=z.e..ns 
(Name of Board, Commission or Authority) Ac/v,'sorj Co~n~\ I 
NAME: \/,'rti,e M a.++i u 8 ,·Y1-fov--cl 
(fftst, middle, last) h ,1 
~D~' ~o~ 
HOME NUMB~: 'J 7 g ')_ - q Ff 7 D DAYTIME NUMBER: 7 g 2. - Cf ~ 7 0 
H0!1E ADo.JU;ss:3O2'7 ~e:.o.loody Lane, ZIP ~ODE::;z,"3.:2.-:2..3 ~ ~ -h-r ~ cl ''t: J' ~0~ ~::," t \ '--' _s e-h<.=•f '0, , 6 ac k. ~ ,.. a~ 
EMPLOYER: ,rJ\A.,c.a,,t,o no } ~ (;l'\S4TFffsITION: ~~"HI 8 dm,nis+P.~ LONG? :21, 
/h/j l,l ~~+ Fa.c.u. tit . ~ ..... 
BUSINESS ADDRESS:~ I .So. l"j cC,n,1 RQ-1~clJ s lo»t~;, .. ,-J..,zrp CODE: ~ "3 :z Jr 
~\le~~_ o c...i.<f:cv-,J..,, c.o. ....... y,u-s r 
Is your place of employment located in t~e City V or County __ ?. i' 
;ti. "f ei,,,s ,., C, 
Are you a City resident? Yes __ No V ,NW4R OF .IYEARS?'l..l '/leQ,s ;.,. , 
Bu+ .r A""1 0. <!.,i, r('opf:,rry OwV\.-E.,..--
Are you registered to vote in the City? Yes ___ No _v"' ___ _ 
If you're not a City resident, in whlc~ county do _you res~de? 
He,nv-\ca 
Please describe educational background and e~e~ience which you 
will Qring to the <;£mmi ttee. * . . + _1 , n ~ • r h.o l~ 4r. };:J.·D. ·ve-~Y-E:.'7 ;Vl flclm,vns rOL.,...10\/4 Gt\'\cL Su.f0v"Vl.$10VI 
w-\· t3 o... lot:::-. Y-- 5 c..,,\ €,, a v1 cl. M s. b E:. -rG ~ s i ~ J ~~ :-f-; 0 Tr. f>, lJ,\'h·c'-l ~ 5'E:.-rJ,~~ a.5 <=: U.-<...-q,.;, v< ' .b +'le.-'""'-O'V\. w i,u 
:S <=>c:. \ y-.. "" EJ(A..'<S X a o \ e:; '=::: E:; u0h.e,v- a. v-.,& 
-~Cl-+(0V\,c1- .. ,\ ~ C....0-::: \,c"'"'cd Co'V\..S\J.. 0-.V\- w·, e-mf C'/M~n lt1 ~ '"~P' 
Other City of Richmond, Boards or Commissions you cu.rrentl~~\f"Js ~or 
have previously served on.· {Please give dates and office held if 
applicable) · 
Al'Y\~r·\S-0:-Y\ ~J. t,V'o.SS_ G-'<'"<::;7:so..,,. l<\0½1"1.c½.ch , 
CJD \,{,V\,C:, \ a-ncl ~a.st-t3 o v-
~h o.,~tov; \-1 W c A fl-J: 
o-f Tv-1...l,si-&<:;.s .fo..,,. 
P-c-G <o \,1 c...,.\~"' S<:-
other Community _ 
V~~ erns.~clc-o""'+ 0£ 'f; LaW\bd.a.. Tkc+u, Tn+&..,,.V\-9,J1~!0 ():v] Nono, 
' . 
~CC:. I,&-\. ,".,,.. {? d, ..,-,.!., V1 U f y--€;.5 ~d~""l-+ o-f- r h ~ l) e-\-4--a 
\'( .:--c.k\.-wu. ~ C,; \,i.. Cl. (1c, r t3 o ._..,. ~ o-r-D~ 't'Q c...~v- s o -f-
/4 ~f °' '~f= s,df' - E="".s--t<se ..... J 7 7f ~ ::n, , 6,...vjc..L-> . 
.SI /' I • A l l 5' Cv ls r("bb 1-y+bY'~..., ~ature t a:e r In C.. ~'-'--_,.."), 
* Attach additional sheets if necessary. 
•·- - 4- ----.. 
Patron: 
COUNCIL AP~O!NTED BOAAOS AND COMMISSIONS 
BACRGROUND INFORMATION 
Please Print or Type: 
I C,f/,.,11 ,-< JU. VG A.I,• 1. ~:. A l"I 
(Name of Board, 
ornS~Tt'v ATi eJ C.Ovd e1 r/_2. c.:= A.1-S" 
Commission or Authority) /20.,•So~, Co<L~: L 
NAME: ftuu~G 't BeowAt fduer-01-t 
(first, middle, last) 
HOME NUMBER: a55-19a..S- DAYTIME NUMBER: 3SS-/<:/05·-
HOl-f..E ADDP£SS: 3oo~ &~lft(.E.1r S-r{?J:.61 ZIP CODE: .23:J..,;L / 
nn>LOYER: L?1Rlt, :?NC. POSITION: iEflc.Hcyf_-
~ 1 -;i'fli N ~ 
BUSINESS ADDRESS: 1Jfl, If' .ff, /ti w - k/As·~i.06 ZIP 
.s,,,.,.ej /0 
: How r..oNG? =ll 'trs 
CODE: .Z<'ooS-
Is you= place of employment lccated in t~e C1t 1 '1,E,S or County_? 
Are you a City resident? Yes / No NUMBE:R OF YEARS'? ~3 '-f'rS". 
A=a you regis~e=eci to vote in the City? Yes / No 
----
If you·re not a City resident, .!.n wh.ic:i county do ycu res.t.,ce? 
IJ/ll 
• 
Please desc=ioe ecucational bacxqrounc 
will bring to the Committee.~ 
. . 
1/-Se;c;ofe Al)u/r /12-4 ~ 
anc expe=ience whic~ ye~ 
.,1.,;.l:::.L!=.:..;~--=-=-~.;:;;....;;;;.....:.:.::;.;;....i.,1---:-n.:...:..n--=~(1,i'--=-'-;i:::;r-'""...__.. ____ -.......~.,..___a~~~~-l--+..;_:a':-J ,1s. 
Othe= City of Richmond, Board3 or Cammis3ions you 
have previously served c~.- (Please give cates and 
appllc:able} . 
~the:r Commun.tty Involvement:•~. ~~!--r?:r~i i:t:JAti ~o....,k... ~~ 
~s. e.!9#,~µ,,..r e,·v,·t: A-.s~i,~_.. CJ,114 ,.t;is-&tr:-:r-lu.v, w>A-'\T1et.1 C- ,-~ ... 
• O &Ii. ,' Ct 1111' fi lit,J HG=-(!.,"I,' • CJJ.A:,. ,;, . ._ _ 
ST~ij,iMf C,r,iht, I\J1.1.Tio&fl'r'-- e.AI· . 
g.;r"f::•·:-c, Pl....1.;,&,..:. c.._'½;;J,-~ ,3~ 
L I Sig ture 
• Attach additional sheet3 i! neces~~.ry. 
F£B.-J.8'9i(FRI) 1i:D6 VCU STUDENT AFFAIR 
.,- TEL:8048282180 P. 002 
Patron: 
COUNCIL 90INTED BOA.ROS AND COMMISSIONS 
INFORMATI.ON 
Please 
a, Conun.issicn or Au~ho=ity} 
NAME: 
HOME NUMBER! DAYTIME NU?GE.~: 82.5- G,4 72 
HOME ADDRESS: ZIP CODE~ 232!,S 
~LOYER: _V..:....:C.~~-~--- POS !TION; 'Di rec:.tt,,-
BUS IN'ESS ADDR£.SS: _9o _____ l~=r---A~~~-·-1--=8_0,.__=--z-=-....-....__ ZIP CODE: 2.s.2.84 
Is your 
Are you 
A=e yo~ regis~ered ~o 
If you're no~ a c~~y _ 
Che~...{1-,e l 
t~e Clt? _ or County .,a_? 
t:i.e City'? ":es 
----
No X. 
"'hlc!"l. C:Junt:y do'you res.f..d.e? 
Please desc=ibe e~u~a !on.al cack~~=un~ anc e~e=ience ~nLc~ you 
will bring to t~e ~o 
Other City of Richmon 
have previously serve 
applicabl.e) · 
~l 'Plawd-
, Soa.rds or Coa.mussio~s you c-.J.J::en~ly or 
on.· {Please give dates and cfiice held it 
SignatlU'e 
~ A~t:ach addi~ion.al hee~~ 1! necessary. 
MAR-03-97 MON 09:39 AM Fi~~h St BaPtist Church 1 804 3215116 
P.02 
.. - ...... 
too~ 
Patron: 
COUNCIL APPO:t~O SOAR.OS }.ND COdM!SSIONS 
BAC$G~OUND INFOFJA..ATION 
Please Frint ~r Type: 
~it i zeos • $ · ti n c-ric B Jatiogs Adv, sory Boacd9F Jw>COR 1 1 e. 1aoo~r.e (?~ame of Boa.I:d, cotimlission or Authority) 
Co11ct 
NAME: F. Todd Gray (first, middle, last) 
HOME NUMB~R: ~6.7~2---~Z-8~3~3 _____ _ DAYTIME NUM3ER: 321-SlJS 
HO~ ADDRESS: 55261 Roc;~v i ew Cu rile 
EXPLOTI:R: 5th St. Baptist Churcb POSIT!ON: 
ZIP CODE: 23228 
Pas toe 
EUSIN!:SS AOORESS: 2800 Thi-rd Allenue 
HOW LONG? !.2....r,ears 
ZIP CODE: 23222 
Is your place of employmen~ located in t.~e City _x_ er County __ ? 
Are you a City ~esident? Yes No _x_ lroMBER Or Y7J..RS7 
Are you resis~ered ~o vote in the City? Yes No X 
If you·~e no~ a City reside~~, !n whic~ coun~y qo ,you res~de? 
Henri co 
Please dese=ibe ecuca~ional 0ackarounc anc ex.ie:ienca ~hie~ you 
will hring to t~e Ccmmi~~ee.* -
Other C~ty of Ricrunond, BoArds or ccmm..1.ssions you cu.r::ently or 
have previously served on.· (Plea~e give dates and office held if 
applica.bJ.e) · 
None 
O~her Com:nunity Involvement:• 
Establishment of Highland Pa"k Leadership Roundtable 1 Establ jsned ]st Carn~unity 
Festival, Organized ~nd Eg~ipped fir5t Citizen's PatrQ) Establ i~bQd 
~ Att..ach additional sheets if ne~essa.ry. 
• .I,,') ·wou· ALlr. H)l)i 9068 08L t08Q. os:sr J.611.vzo 
JUVENILE AND DOMESTIC RELATIONS COURT 
Purpose of tlte JDR 
The purpose of the JDR is to protect the confidentiality of all juveniles coming before the court, 
and in their commitment to rehabilitate or treat, rather than punish, those who come before the 
court. The welfare of the child and the family is the paramount concern in the court's 
proceedings. 
Areas of Jurisdiction 
The JDR handles cases involving: 
-delinquents 
-juveniles accused of traffic violations 
-children in need of services 
-children who have been subjected to abuse or neglect 
-spouses who have been subjected to abuse 
-adults accused of child abuse or neglect, or of offenses against members of their own 
family (juvenile or adult) 
-adults involved in disputes concerning the support, visitation or custody of a child 
-abandonment of children 
-foster care and entrustment agreements 
-court-ordered rehabilitation services 
-court consent for certain medical treatments 
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JDR Hearings 
1. Petition, Summons, Subpoena and Warrant 
A petition is a legal paper containing the written statement which brings the case involving 
juveniles into court. The petition contains facts concerning the case and requests a hearing to 
determine the truth of these facts and to take whatever action is appropriate and permitted by law. 
A summons is a legal paper requiring a person to appear in court at the date and time 
stated on the summons. The petition is delivered with the summons to those people who are 
required to be in court as parties in the case. No petition is required when a juvenile is arrested 
and released on a summons written by an arresting officer. 
A subpoena is a legal paper delivered to witnesses who are required to be in court, telling 
them when and where they are required to appear. 
A warrant is a legal paper accusing a person of committing crimes, requiring that the 
person be arrested, be brought before a magistrate for a pre-trial release (bail) hearing, and be 
required to appear in court to answer the accusations. 
2. Preliminary Hearings 
Adults charged with committing felonies against children or family members are brought 
into JDR after arrest for a preliminary hearing. This hearing is held to determine if there is 
probably cause to believe that the accused adult committed the felony. If probable cause is found, 
the case is transferred to circuit court; otherwise, the case is dismissed. 
3. Adjudicatory Hearing (Trial) 
It is at the adjudicatory hearing that the judge determines whether the facts as stated in the 
petition are true. During the adjudicatory hearing in delinquency cases, all charges must be 
proven beyond a reasonable doubt before guilt is established. If the judge finds the juvenile to be 
guilty, the case is usually continued to another day for the judge to make a disposition decision. 
This decision is not always made immediately because the judge may require information about all 
aspects of the child's background, including prior offenses and personal history, before 
determining what corrective measures to take with the child. 
There is no jury trial in this court. A case must be transferred or appealed to circuit court 
to obtain a jury trial. 
4. Disposition 
The juvenile judge has a wide range of alternatives to choose from in selecting a 
disposition in cases of involving juveniles. The judge's choice depends greatly upon the 
individual's prior record, social history, physical and mental condition, environmental 
circumstances at home, the facts and circumstances of the acts for which the individual was 
convicted, including the seriousness of the offense, and other factors which help the judge 
determine the best disposition for the child. 
5. Transfer to Circuit Court for Trial as an Adult 
A case involving a juvenile 15 or older accused of a felony may be transferred to the 
appropriate circuit court where the juvenile will be tried as an adult. The proceeding is started by 
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the Commonwealth's Attorney (the prosecutor), but only the judge makes the decision whether or 
not to transfer the case. Prior to such transfer, a hearing must be he!i to determine if the child 
was at least 15 at the time of the alleged offense, if there is probable cause to believe that the child 
committed the offense, or a lesser-included offense, and if the judge believes that the child cannot 
be controlled, treated or rehabilitated by juvenile facilities. 
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A Brief History of The City of Ricltmond Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court and 
Detention Home: The First Juvenile Court in Virginia 
By Robert E. Shepherd, Jr., Professor of Law at the University of Richmond 
The concept of a juvenile court in Richmond was the citizen generated innovation of the 
Juvenile Protective Society of Richmond. The formation of this Society took place on June 25, 
1908, at the Jefferson Hotel. The Society counted among its members former Governor Andrew 
J. Montague, Richmond News Leader Editor Douglas Southall Freeman and many other 
prominent citizens. 
Less than a year after its formation, the group resolved to draft a "Juvenile Bill" to be 
introduced in the Virginia General Assembly. Because ofits efforts, two bills were enacted in 
1910 to regulate the trial of children's cases through special sessions of the police courts. 
The new court began its work on April 2, 1912, in two rooms in the northwest corner of 
the basement of the City Hall. Judge John Jeter Crutchfield was appointed as the presiding Justice 
and James Hoge Ricks, a lawyer, was chosen as clerk and probation officer of the new court. At 
Judge Crutchfield's request, a "Steering Committee" was appointed from members of the Society 
and they sat three times a week with Judge Crutchfield in hearing cases. 
Significantly, detention homes were established for white and African-American youths to 
separate them from adults. Until that time, juveniles were housed with adults. 
In 1914, the Juvenile Protective Society obtained the passage of more extensive child 
welfare legislation by the General Assembly, including authorization for the establishment of a 
separate juvenile and domestic relations court in cities having populations of 50,000 and over. 
A year later, the Richmond City Council adopted an ordinance at the request of the 
Society to establish such a court, and the court opened its doors on January 1, 1916, at 1112 East 
Capitol Street, with Ricks as the first Judge of the court. 
The Richmond Juvenile Court was the first juvenile court in Virginia. 
Judge Ricks served as this court's judge until 1956, a period of more than forty years. 
Long tenure was much the rule of the day as Sarah B. Roller served as a probation officer for the 
court from 1912 until 1949. 
In August of 1926, the court moved to a new building erected for the purpose at the 
corner of Twelfth and Clay, with floors dedicated to separate detention homes for white and 
African-American youths. 
An early chief probation officer, Gordon Ambler, later became a judge of the Civil Justice 
Court, a State Senator, and Mayor of the City of Richmond, in which capacity he contributed 
significantly to the development and support of the court. 
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Judge Ricks was a major figure in the history of the juvenile court movement in Virginia 
and the nation, being a founder of the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, a 
two-time President of the National Probation Association, and one of the three founders of the 
Virginia Association of Juvenile and Domestic Relations Judges in 1946. 
Judge Kermit V. Rooke succeeded Judge Ricks and sat on the court until his retirement in 
1977. Under his leadership the court moved in 1964 to a new building at 2000 Mecklenburg 
Street with a modern Detention Home attached. Judge Rooke, like his predecessor, also became 
a leader in the juvenile justice movement, both nationally and in the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
In 1973, the General Assembly ofVirginia·reorganized the court system statewide and the 
Richmond Court joined the state system that year as the Juvenile and Domestic Relations District 
Court for the City of Richmond. 
The Richmond court has continued to be a leader in the juvenile court movement in 
Virginia throughout its history, and its judges have been major players in that movement. 
**More recently in the summer of 1996, the court moved into a new building, the Oliver 
Hill Courts Building and City of Richmond Detention Home** 
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Richmond Juvenile Court Dedication Ceremony: A Charge to the Court (August 16, 1996) 
By Robert E. Shepherd, Jr., Professor of Law at the University of Richmond 
It is indeed an honor and privilege for me to participate in this dedication ceremony and 
give the charge to those who will serve in this new facility--to those whose vocation, or calling, is 
that of judge, clerk, probation officer, Commonwealth's attorney, public defender, guardian ad 
!item, CASA volunteer, detention officer, psychologist, or a variety of other important roles. As 
we dedicate this building today, it is equally important that we rededicate ourselves as servants to 
one of society's most important goals--the salvation of our children and our families. 
This is a beautiful and functional new building in which to serve, and it is one that is 
doubly significant because it carries a proud name marked by selfless dedication to the ideals of 
justice and equality for all of our citizens. Oliver Hill, whom I have known since I began 
practicing law in Richmond in 1964, is one who, like Eleanor Roosevelt as described in the words 
of Adlai Stevenson, would rather light a candle than curse the darkness. The inspiration of Oliver 
Hill should mean much to those who serve in this building because he has always been a servant 
himself to truth and to the immutable ideal of equal justice under the law. 
I am reminded on this important occasion of a similar event about a century and a half ago 
when Horace Mann, a lawyer and the first significant champion of public education in America, 
was called upon to speak at the dedication of a new reformatory in his home state of 
Massachusetts. During the course of his speech, he noted that all the thousands of dollars spent in 
its construction would be justified if just the life of one solitary child was improved by his stay and 
treatment in that facility. After his remarks were concluded to much applause, a friend 
congratulated him on his outstanding oration but then stated that Mann was undoubtedly 
exaggerating when he said the expensive edifice would be worthwhile if only one child's life were 
made better--a true New England Yankee. Mann looked him squarely in the eye and said quietly, 
"What if that one child were your child or mine?" 
The juvenile court exists on the twin premises that children are different from adults and 
that each child is unique and deserving ofindividualized care and attention. Those who have 
responded to the call to serve in this place daily answer society's question the same way that 
Horace Mann answered his friend's question--what if this child were my child or my best friend's 
child. The dedication of this building reaffirms the commitment of each ofus as servants of 
justice to those twin premises, and it speaks more loudly and answers most profoundly the 
pessimistic and ignorant calls of those who would simply label our children as "predators" and 
"young thugs" and condemn them to treatment as adults or simply address the problems of our 
youth with nothing more than locks, razor wire, and concrete. 
This court has long been a pioneer and beacon for juvenile justice in Virginia. This was 
the first juvenile court in Virginia, and Judges James Hoge Ricks and Kermit Rooke, among 
others, were giants, both in Virginia and in the nation. That proud heritage establishes a high 
standard for all of us who follow as their heirs in this new place. Erik Erikson, the eminent child 
psychiatrist, said that the "deadliest of all possible sins is the mutilation of a child's spirit. 11 This 
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court, and other like it around the nation, seek to address that mutilation and to heal those spirits. 
You and I are called to be the healers. You are the ones who have responded to Horace Mann's 
other charge when he delivered his final valedictory to the graduating class of Antioch College in 
1859, just two months before his death. "I beseech you to treasure up in your hearts these, my 
parting words: Be ashamed to die until you have won some victory for humanity." The victories 
here may seem small and the defeats large at times, but those who heal mutilated spirits are the 
true servants of justice, and that is a great leap towards victory. God speed! 
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***The following information is being compiled by t!te Riclzmom! JDR and will be added at a 
later date.*** 
Juvenile Justice System/Delinquency and Inco"igibility 
Richmond JDR Workload Statistics 
Financial, Personal, and Workload Five Year Statistical Summary Report 
The Twenty Most Common Reasons for Referral 
Richmond JDR Personal Allocations FY 94-97 
Richmond JDR 1997 
Richmond JDR/Clerk's Office 
Each court has a court clerk's office, which processes all case papers, keeps court records and 
provides information to the people involved in a case (but only to the extent permitted by law). 
Anyone wishing to make a witness appear at a court hearing may request the issuance of a 
subpoena (a document used to require a person to come to the court hearing) at the court clerk's 
office. While court personnel are not permitted to offer legal assistance, they can provide general 
procedural information. Because of confidentiality laws, the clerk's office can only provide very 
limited information about a case and then only to those people involved with the case. 
Richmond JDR/Court Services Unit 
Associated with the JDR is a court service unit, sometimes called the probation department, 
which serves the court and facilitates the rehabilitation or treatment of those who come before the 
court. The court service unit's functions include: 
lntake--Reviews all complaints and determines whether there are enough facts to involve 
the court. If so, the intake officer may either proceed informally to make practical adjustments 
without filing a petition or may authorize the filing of a petition to bring the matter before the 
judge. Intake does not handle those criminal charges against adults which are started by obtaining 
a warrant from a magistrate. 
Investigation--Conducts all background studies required by the judge, such as examination 
of a juvenile's social and educational background. 
Probation--Supervises delinquent juveniles and children in need of services released into 
home probation and supervises adults released on probation in support and other cases involving 
the defendant's relation with family members and individuals to whom he has a support duty. 
Paro/e--Supervises juveniles recently released from state institutional care. 
Domestic care--Supervises juveniles being held in detention or shelter care homes. In 
some localities, the staff of these facilities are independent of the local court service unit. 
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Ricltmond JDR/Detention Home 
A child may be taken into custody if he/she commits a crime in a police officer's presence, if the 
police officer believes that he/she committed a felony, (a crime punishable by death or 
imprisonment for more than one year) or if a judge, intake officer, or clerk ( when authorized by 
the judge) issues a detention order requiring an arresting officer to take a child into custody. If 
not immediately released by an intake officer or magistrate, the child is held in custody ( detention) 
until being brought before a judge or other court official for a detention hearing. This hearing 
must occur within 72 hours of the taking of the child into custody. 
The detention hearing is not a trial, but merely a hearing to determine whether detention of the 
child should be continued. If the judge decides that a child is to be released from detention, he 
also decides who shall have custody and who shall be responsible for the child until trial. Also, 
the judge decides whether or not the child is to be restricted or be required to do certain things 
until the trial. He may also require a bond to be posted. The juvenile can be further held in a 
secure place only if he/she is charged with being a delinquent child. Detention will be continued 
only if the child is a threat to himself or the community, no parent or other suitable person is able 
and willing to supervise and take care of the child, or the child's life or health would be placed in 
danger if he/she is released. Prior notice of the detention hearing must be given to the child's 
parent or guardian, and to the child if he/she is over 12. The child has the right to be represented 
by a lawyer at the detention hearing, the right to remain silent concerning the accusation of 
delinquency, and to be informed of the contents of the petition. 
While the child is in a detention home of shelter placement, parents or guardians wishing to visit 
may do so only during permitted visiting hours, which are usually restricted. 
***also get info from detention home lady*** 
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***Tlte following information is being compiled by CSU Director and will be added at a later 
date.*** 
STRATEGIC PLAN OF THE COURT SERVICES UNIT 
Mission 
Vision 
Core Values 
Strategic Issues 
Goals and Objectives 
Origination of Goals 
Strategic Plan 
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STRATEGIC PLAN OF THE JDR 
Corporate Concept 
Richmond JDR operates according to a corporate concept. The Chief Judge and other 
judges act as the Board of Trustees, who always make decisions together. The Chief Judge takes 
decisions to the "Board" where they will give him/her feedback and make the decision together. 
The Chief Operating Officer acts as a COO would on a corporation's Board. 
Cltief Operating Officer of the Court 
• Provides an executive component to the court, blending judicial management skills with 
the disciplines of business and public administration. 
• Serves the dual function of increasing the amount of time available to the judges for 
adjudication, and bringing professional management knowledge and expertise to the 
judiciary. 
• Serves as secretariat for the Court, acting as staff for judicial committees and ensuring 
effective follow-up on decisions made in Court-wide meetings. 
• Assists the Court by serving as a liaison within the justice community and the community 
at large; providing a means for the Court to obtain feedback from its constituencies on 
needs for improvement. 
Duties 
General management and leadership 
Caseflow management 
Research and advisory services 
Personnel management 
***Tlte following information is being compiled by the COO and will be added at a later 
date.*** 
New Docket System 
Reorganization 
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LITERATURE ON JUVENILE CRIME 
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. s worthy servants as Gene:-
aJs Colin Powell and John Shah-
kashvili, tradition required that 
the actual presentations to survi-
i vors and the lone living recipient 
come from the hand of the Com-
mander-in-Chief, currently the . · 
least of men in the room. In this 
spectacle, photo opportunity took 
. precedence over honor, respect, 
• courage, and morality - image 
, before ethics once more. 
. Though all are created equal, 
• 1ue choices make a lasting differ-
ence. 
,anav,;;,._O Cl S 
building a city'." with no s~reets_? 
The county currently 1s ·trymg 
to attract more commercial and 
industrial growth on top of ai:i al-
ready overloaded _transportation 
system. . . 
. I have not heard any discus-
sion of increasing the capacity of 
the existing roads, which ~re nar-
row, winding, and lined with deep 
ditches. 
Take for example, the inter-
section of route 360 and Lee Da-
vis Road (643) on Friday night or· 
·•.: 
BOOT CAMPS 
· · H Gingrich Must Go, ., 
Then So Must Clinton 
EDITOR, TIMES-DISPATCJI: 
Your editorial,·.l'So Long, 
Newt?" [December 20], suggest-
1 ing that Newt Gingrich step aside 
as Speaker because of his· legal 
troubles was interesting. 
Wouldn't it be fair to suggest 
also that Bill Clinton temporarily 
step aside because of hisJegal 
troubles? 
. WILLIAM CORCORAN. 
RICHMOND. 
EDWIN S. HIGG~S . 
. RICHMOND. 
Officers and Gentlemen 
Don't Harass Women 
• Judges Suppoit Juvenile Programs;' 
· EDITOR, Tr:MES-DISPATCH: 
I was always taught that re-
specting others and accepting re-
sponsibility for your actions was 
part of being a man. 
Perhaps The Citadel should 
· concentrate on admi~g some 
men before it admits women. 
I only hope VMI already has. 
ANDREW J. KULES. 
BEAVERDAM. 
Is Retaining Sales Tax 
Purely a Political Decision? 
EDITOR, TIMES-DISPATCH: 
While many people feel that 
eliminating the sales tax on non-
prescription drugs and food cer-
tainly would help low-income 
families, I doubt -that many know 
it has aln;ady been enacted but: 
not putjnte;effect. 
Yes, the legislators have · 
passed the necessary legislation; 
·EDITOR, TIMES-DISPATCH: 
In reporting on Richmond's 
proposal to assume administra-
tive control of ·the Thirteenth Ju- . 
dicial District's Court Service 
Unit, cl recent TIMES-DISPATCH 
article contained infonnation 
from Deputy City Manager 
George Musgrove that grossly 
misci)aracterized the functions of 
our court and the many dedicated 
professionals who work in it 
("City Wants Control of Unit," 
January 16). · 
According to Musgrove, the 
blame for the low population in 
the city-operated and -controlled . 
boot camp program rests with 
our probation officers, who do 
not "believe in the boot camp 
philosophy" and are thus not rec-
ommending the program as a 
sentencing option to the judges. 
Musgrove's statements reflect an 
amazing lack of knowledge of the 
facts. · 
lllicl)monb $imes-Bispatcl) 
THE RJCHMOND NEWS LEADER 
JOHN STEWART BRYAN, ill-CIWRMANANDPUBUSHER 
ALBERT T. AUGUST; ill - PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER 
WILLIAM'H. MILLSAPS, JR. - SENJOR VICE PRESIDENT AND EXECI.Tl1VE DITOR 
0. SCOTT LEATH -SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND BUSINESS MANAGER 
Ross 1--1'..ACKENZIE - DITOR Of' 1llE EDITORIAL PAGES 
LOUISE C. SEALS - MANAGING EDITOR 
ALLEN WALTON -VICE PRESIDENT, CIRCUU.TlON 
FRANK A. MCDONALD, JR. -:--VICE PRESIDENT, HUMAN RESOURCES 
ROGER C. KAIN - SALES~ MARKETING DIRECTOR 
ROBERT A. BEASLEY - PROMOTION DIRECTOR 
WILLIAM R. BARKER - PRODUCTION DIRECTOR 
GEORGE F. BOATRIGHT-catmWUER 
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Since the city first opened the 
doors to its juvenile boot camp, 
our judges have made 96 refer-
rals to that program for consider-
ation. Of the 96 the ·court antici-
pated as appropriate for entrance 
into that program, almost one-
third were denied entrance based 
upon criteria enforced by the 
city. From the very inception of 
this program, the judges of our 
court have continuously ex-
pressed concern about the refer-
ral process itself and the very 
limiting criteria being used to 
judge whether a youth was ac-
ceptable for entrance into the 
program. Surely Musgrove does 
not mean to suggest that our pro-
bation officers are at fault for the 
administrative decisions made by 
the members of his staff. 
Over 10 percent of the youths 
we referred to the boot camp 
program were rejected because 
they could not read at the re-
quired level. City officials did not 
have an adequate understanding 
of the very special needs of the 
youths in our community when 
this program was designed. To 
attempt to place the blame for 
the city's poor planning on the 
probation officers of our court is 
both unprofessional and irre-
. sponsible. 
It is not the responsibility of 
the probation officers to recom-
mend to the judges of the Juve-
nile and Domestic·. Relations 
Court which youths should be 
placed in which programs. Deci-
sions about which youths are re-
ferred to the boot camp program 
or any other program offered by 
the city are made by the judges. 
The fact is that many of these 
dedicated, professional probation 
officers have seen their work-
loads significantly increase be-
cause of their desire to make 
sure that every child referred to '. 
the boot camp program was fairly 
evaluated. They have worked 
overtime to ensure that immuni-
zation records and school records 
and psychologi.cal records were . 
supplied in a timely manner to 
the boot camp for consideration. 
They have gone to extraordinary · 
lengths, including working eve-
nings, weekends, and holidays, to 
try to facilitate the entry of youth 
into the boot camp program. 
Musgrove's refusal to acknowl-
edge their contribution shows a 
disturbing lack of appreciation for 
their hard work on behalf of · 
youth.in our city. 
In spite of the many unfair crit-
icisms lodged against members 
of our· staff, we will continue to 
look for ways to improve ·our· 
service delivery to the citizens of 
Richmond. Though we have seri-
ous concerns about the motiva-
tions of the City Manager's office 
in its quest to assume responsi-
bility for the operation of our . 
Court Service Unit, we are com-
mitted to exploring any option 
that might help us do our jobs 
better. If we place our support 
behind the idea at any time, it 
will surely not be because ofany 
lack of confidence in our staff. · 
KIMBERLY B. O'DONNELL, 
Chief Judge; 
AUDREY FRANKS, 
.Judge; 
. ANGELA EDWARDS ROl3!'=RTS, 
. . Judge; 
.. RICHARD D. TAYLOR, JR., 
.. Judge. 
Juvenile and Domestic Re~~ons ~~ 
Thirteenth Judicial D1Stnct. 
RICHMOND. . 
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of juvenile off enders It looked at what happened to 436 juvemlea who left 
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T!MES-DISPA TCll STAft> WlrTER 
Nearly three quarters of the youths who enter 
· · VJl'iinja's overtaxed juvenile rorrections system are 
crested again within three years of their release, 
·according to a study released yesterday . 
The report by the Joint Legislative Audit and 
•Review Commission questions the value of the edu-
: cation. rehabilitation and counseling services given 
, delinquent youths as well as their safety while held 
•in juvenile anrectional centers. · 
• The rearrest rates "for juveniles in this study are 
: clearly higher than the expectations of the public and 
· the General Assembly," Wayne M. Turnage, 
'.JL\RC's project leader for the study, told commis-
. sion members yesterday. 
• He said the system of treatment "provided by the 
: department, with a few ootable exceptions, is frag-
• mented, Ullderfunded and appears iDcreasingly un-
' able to meet the chronic therapeutic needs of juve-
' nile offenders." 
: On the plus side, the long-term picture was more 
• promising with "only about 40 percent" of the state's 
"most chronic offenders" winding up in adult prison 
within 10 years of release, reported Turnage. 
Nevertheless. one commission member, Del 
Fr.mklin P. Hall. D-Richmond. said. "What you're 
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. II Are we _really 
doinganything 
other than 
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youngsters? There 
must be a better 
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D~arbnent of Juvenile Justjce as an prove security instruction hours given youths. 
agency that has failed the staff as well and toughen pun- the failure of Department of 
as-the youths, though it was created ishmenL tional Education staff at the 
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•Many of the proble~s result from strengthening oversight and in long- the q_uestionable practices on "I 
ny6 factors, ]LA.RC saJd: · range planning. oversight" It was noted that the i. 
-11 The state hasn't given the de- Yesterday, West thanked JI.ARC parbnent quickly ended the segrq 
partment enou~ money to ~o its job for the effort and agreed that "the tion program and use of "th:! aadJ 
sinfe it began m 1991; most disturbing finding of this study when they were brought to the 1 
• The department has been hit is, without a doubt," the rearrest tion of the central office. 
hard as "get-tough" legislation and rate. However, youths at Bon Air 
other factors raised new admissions But, she pointed out, the results tinue to be shackled whenever 
by 45 percent fr~m 199~ _to 1995. were based on youths released in side of buildings. 
Allen administration policies have 1993. She said, 'Tm hopefyl that the Turnage said the department , 
also kept youth~ in the system for r«:{orms we have·made will make a not adequately anticipate or plan , 
longer terms. . . ~er~ce." The JI.ARC study, she the increasing number of juveni1, 
And the departmen~ which ~s said, will serve_ as a benchmark. who are ~ow considered major , 
the state's seven juvenile correcbon- Jl.ARC's findin~ also confirm~ a fenders and who stay incarcera~ 
al centers, also has not pla~~ ~e number of "quesbonable" practices longer. · 
necessary emphasis on rehabilitation in juvenile correctional centers, par- As a result, there has been a I 
as required by state law, concluded ticularly Beaumont, that also were percent in~ease in assaults by ju, 
JLARC reported by The Times-Dispatch niles against each other and staff 
''Th~ staffing needs of this new during the past year. Among them: all seven correctional centers ~ 
agency were never ~roperly a~~ • Use o_f ~on~ov~ial techniques 1994 to 1995, and a 273 percent . 
dressed by the executive branch, for . restrainmg JUV~es !'Down by crease for the same year at the m~ 
said the report . vanous names as maxnnum re- troubled one: Beaumont. , 
Because of a lack of oversight by a straint posture," "hog-tying" and · "Over 60 juvenile offenders w<' · 
short-banded central office, "the sys- "the cradle." Youths are placed on housed in the security units at & ·; 
tem developed in an uneven, aut<:>no- their stomachs, _their hands and f~t mont designed to accommodate 2{; 
mous manner and was ch_aractenzed shackled and bed together behind Turnage said, adding that steep;·( 
a number of operational prob- them. arrangements bad included the usi.r 
r:ms" that included a rash of es- . • The universal_ shac~g of juve- mattresses on the floors. '.~ 
niles at the Bon Air Juvenile Correc- Turnage also said the turnm· : 
capes dir · r---• · Tb~ departinent's current ~- bonal Center, including 1cmdles, re- rate for security guards at Beaumc,; 
tor, Patricia West, who took over m gardless of the juveniles' physical or reached 60 percent in just one ye ,i 
---~===========::::==========!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-----f 
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Could {irb ftlYenil({ 
L YCOMINC COUNTY, PA. 
The U111ted States ,a suffennr • hicl>terun, and umccepuble level "'violmt Juveruk auM , Crimj. nolotpsts are oarty lllla1UmOua in predic1Jnl lub-
•m>UoJ cont111wnc u,cr,a-. The srnat daftCU II that 
11an, tun.nan. doa 't _,_ lhe cmtnJ nann ol 
ti>< pn,t,km one! Illus can't bee,,, to deal -nll LM •vaallbie 
IOfutaona 
Thr: CTHU • ., k>c-aUon...-. ·Thr ttood of JUY"ru.l" i:;-==~·=---.:-runJ-=.~~': 
senous challenaa w,U, dillicult youth. but w,th r~ 
lwneu , lhe Juvenile iu•~ aystem tbere is truly effec• 
live. The problem is bang dealt will:. •; 
Why lhcn !he IMer cilia ' auis l No receit record 
more dramaticalJy l1ISWttl that question than No MIi/UT 
H""' I.owl l si-t, by Edward Humes (Simoa & Sd1111-
ter). 
To mak.e Humes' boolt poeaible, the juvenile court 
presiding judge o( the United Stales' laraest and moot 
ean,-infested city, Loo Anaeles, pve bim aoceu to the 
o<henrise cloeed S)'lt= for I year , < 
During th.at year, Humes obterved procttdings, iota" • 
viewed ollicials, and e-,en taught writing and poetry to 
juveniles locked in detention. 
Humes' boolt poignantly reinforces !he obeerntiarts 
and cooclus~ of many~ myself included. 
Start With Poer Schools 
. ' 
~The prime au.es: 1)'11.emic t.ilure ol achools, heavy 
c:oocentntions "' nan:ocica Ille, utrooomic levels " 
children beilll born to children with no parentioa sllills oc 
authority. There is rank poverty and ~
unemployment. Ganp are more likely to become estab-
liabed in ~ cities, and are difficult to dialodae-Wane. 
there is rampant syneru- The whole is far biGff than 
the sum ol the pans. 
Big-city governments are chrooically abort ol cuh. 
Money that may be anilable in the subwbs to staff 
pr'ogn.ms for truants, incorrig,bles, and early ~
limply is nonexistenL The city is overwhelmed by 
serious aime. Lesser feJooies and misderneanon teDd to 
become decriminaJiud. Yet such minor aiminaJ and 
"lre-<riminal" behavicc is prelude to violent aimea. 
Thus, children absorb a generaliud oootempt for the 
"syatem," and older miscreants use yowiaer juveniles to 
front b- lbem. lmowina anarrest will be inconsequential. 
· That muat cbanae if there is to be any hope ol rebm . 
It must become a aimeapin in the cities to sboplift. 'JC to 
Ital a bike, OC to paint anffiti; and cb.rcclc lNaOC'J' and 
unaovemahility must be u terious there u in small 
towns. 
Reform efforts muat focus oo lbe aource ol lbe aisis of 
'riolence. But while sc,me changes can i.odeed be limited 
to the ~ urban cores, fior pDCtical "2SOllS SWlltory 
ranedies must be statewide. 'There cannol be one 
ju,,en.ile law fior the cities and another roe the rest of the 
stale. 
Some Sbuctural Reforms 
_-· The most immediate and acceJsible atructuntl rdonna 
al)ould be - but to many are not - obvious: 
- l. Open the doon and windo.,.. ol juvenile jU1tice-
wbid, is DOW usually both atatutorily and tnditionally 
secret. 
- 2. lnstitut.e tough - and very precisely de6ned -
ltandards for trying catain types ol majo,: juvenile 
perpetnton as adult aiminaJs. 
.... 
. · rr TAl<ES A 
CHILD 10 RAZE 
A VILLA6E ... 
'-• 
~• )- .. I ,) !..:., V o, 
~ . 
In 1995, the state lqislature ol Pennaymnla, where I ' 'their ·~ the diactttioo to tnns&:rjuvenile cues 
live and have~ juvenile cases, among others, b- 22 :"' adult ~ for a number of reuons. includioa the 
run, amended ill Juvenile Act to allow public 100e9a to serioumeu ol the o&ue ,r,d/oc prior juvenile recorda . 
feloay bearings. I wu among the jurisu who oppoeed the Apin. 1tate1 without such a law abould haft ooe. And by 
move. Out tnditionalist view wu that open bearinp openina felony bt:arinp to the- public. the ocx:uiooal 
would often result ia wide publicity ex the indiscret:iona d. judae who retu..eo to lnnlfer ~ cues to the 
adolescence, creatioa a battier to development ol a ,o,dll: adult system will be broup1 under crimrol. 
We were ~II • , itf There in treDd today·to movespecific violent offenses Judges _ID my state ~ve come to realize that the media in addition to murder lUIIOmltically to Ille adult aywu,m oc 
~ COYfflllg oruy aenGIII cases that were Ulually pm,li-.J 10 giYe. the decisioa to Ille jlrOMQltor, tJma Ille judae 'a ~ Wider~ law. The•~ e:zposure ol tbe9e cases , bands. ,• , , ._ : .. ; • · . J 
UIO"eU"9 public c:oofidenoe ID l aood court System. And I , , :· , ; ' , ' • 
luy oc unduly pennjun,e jurist can no longer be bidden _My~ 111_ bandliag thouuDda ol ~ cues 
in juvenile court - a major problem identified in Ille ~ Olll that ID~ there ~ enonnoua 
Humes boolt. - •• • ID the dqree ol mvolvement. pnor record. motrvauon, 
The sea,oo IIIOlll promising l)'ltermride r:dorm must • rmione. family support, and future promise ol juvenile 
address the lelltunen{. "do lD adult a:ime. do adult time.• defendanta. • , • • , I , 
The challenge ia to decide bow automatic ii lhowd be to It oftm takes a pnctia,d eye to separate outngeous 
transfer an accused teen Crom juvenile to adult criminal adolelceat behavioc from that which is truly aociopatbic. 
court. How much discretioo should be left toj,qes? ! Wtlliam Goldin(a Tl, Lt>nlof/Ju F1io ""'1iDda Ill citbe 
J timeless reality " pube9cent ffllJ)OIISihi1i and the 
Juvenile ~~ ofticen. lkJuld ~
offices in acbools 'where they can have daily 
their pnlbetiooen. There. they are able 
. immediately if the youth is truant, ....... be, 
before by a druoken boyfriend ol the 11111th, 
A ~ city would improve ita jmo i/ 
uaicniall juvenile court judges to ait in de 
nities, where they wiD tend to identify with 
be held aa:owitable by ita residenlL 
';.' .. . ~ : .;. 
Decentralu.e More Authority 
Altlhority cao be further decenlnliae 
citizen youth commi11ic>o1 establiabed by j 
in all neil(hbochoodl cao pnmde ~
lrfe Wl)'I to addresa the pn,blema ol the e 
Many suburbanites respond to acw pr, 
"Let the cities stew in their own juic 
Americana have a majo,: stake in reducii 
aiais ol violence. 
• - 3. While juvenile locltups are usually best operated 
by aovernment. lbe prime sectoc is doing a superior job 
opentioa llOOl«lltt remedial IJl1lllRIIIS. Privatization ,. 
wor1ting well where utiliied. States that are mired in 
dependence on public facilities abould move to privatua-
tion. Bumping Murder Charges Up ' . ~~"' ~:: = ~=;: ': 
Most states rightly require that murder cJmges adult11hoold be made by a judge. They aboold neither be 
a,ainst adolescenll be ditectJy filed in criminal court. automatic nor made by a prosecutor . 
States that hav_e no. such law, including California when Beyond lbeae structural reforms. a oumber o( signili• 
Cities o«d adequate jail space lar adulb, • 
beds fior juveoiles, and resoun:ea to make ; 
deotial placements ol delinqueota. Wrtbout · ' 
grants. cities will continue to struale to hi· [ 
most serioua crimes. while tomorrow's CltJI' t 
and they are not all going to stay al home. " ; Humes ~ doing his resurc:h, should pus one. cant juvenile justice improvementa C2D be achieved at 
For oenoua felomea that are not murder. most states low cost by lbe big city. OTbe &kimaR Sa ~ ; 
- ------- ------------ -~ 
---THE COMING OF THE 
SUPER-PREDATORS 
By John J. Diiulio, Jr. 
ynnc Abraham doesn't scare c:isily. Abraham is U c no-nonsense Democratic district momey of biladclphia. The city's. late tough-co~ ~ayor, 
Fnnk Rizzo, baptized her "one cough cookie. The 
label stuck, and rightly so. Abraham has sent more 
mafiosi to prison than Manin Scorccse, st~ up_ (all 
5'2"' of her) to violent drug kingpins, won b1put.1S2n 
suppon in this Congress for wresting control of the 
city's jail system from 
an ACLU-brand federal 
judge, and, most rccencly, 
publicly shamed the 
know-nothing literati who 
~t to free convicced cop-
killer Mumia Abu-Jamal. 
Today various of her col-
le:igucs at the non-partisan 
National District Attor-
neys Association describe 
her as "suite smart aod 
street smart," "a genuine 
law-and-order liberal," 
and .. probably the best 
big-cicy D.A. in the coun-
try." 
All true. So pay atten-
tion, bcausc Lynne Abra-
ham is sattd. 
In a recent interview, Abraham used such ph.n.scs 
as .. totally out of control" and •never seen anything 
like itr to describe the rash of youth crime and vio-
lence that has begun to sweep over the City of Brother• 
ly Love and other big cities. We're not just ulking 
about teenagers, she stressed. We're ulking about boys 
whose voices have yet to change. We're talki.ng about 
Princnon 's Professcr John J. Di[ ulio, Jr. is dirtrtor of tlir Brook-
ings Institution's On~ for Publit Managmimt and Adjuna 
Fdlow at t~ Manhattan ln.stituu. He is co-director f is.sues 
~arth for 1M F-oundation for tk American Family, chairrd l,y 
j,nMr Pmnsylvanui Comnor Robert P. Cuty. 
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clcmcoury school youngsters who pack guns instead 
of lunches. We're talking about kids who have 
absolutely no rcs~t for human life and no sense of 
the future. In short, we're talking big trouble that 
hasn't yet begun to crest. 
· And ma.kc no mistake. While the trouble will be 
greatest in black inner-city neighborhoods, other 
places arc also ccnain to have burgeoning youth-crime 
problems that will spill 
over into upscale central• 
city districts, inner-ring 
suburbs, :i.nd even the rur• 
al heartland. To under-
score this point, Abraham 
recounted a recent town• 
ball meeting in a white 
working-class section of 
the city that has fallen on 
hard times: "They're 
becoming afraid of their 
own children. There were 
some big beefy guys there, 
too. And they're asking 
me what am I going to do 
i to control tluir children." 
1 I interviewed Abra-
) ham, just as I have inter-
viewed other justice-sys-
tem officials and prison inmates, as a reality check on 
the incredibly frightening picrure that emerges from 
recent academic research on youth crime and violence. 
All of the rcsc2rCh indicates wt Americans arc sitting 
atop a demographic crime bomb. And all of those who 
arc closest to the problem bear the bomb ticking. 
To cite just a few enmplcs, following my May 1995 
address to the district attorneys association, big-city 
prosecutors inundated me with war stories about the 
ever-growing numbers of hardened, remorseless juve-
niles who were showing up in the system. "They kill 
or maim on impulse, without any intelligible motive," 
said one. Likewise, a veteran beat policeman confided: 
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M:i~ every time [ get a call :11 night involving juve-
niles. I pr:iy I go home in one piece to my own kids." 
On :1 recent visit to :1 New Jersey maximum-securi-
ty prison, I spoke 10 a group of life-term inm:11es, 
m:rny of chem black males from inner-city New:irk 
rnd Camden. In :2 
typical remark, one 
WHAT FRIGHTENS 
EVERYONE IS NOT 
WHATS HAPPENING 
NOW; ITS WHATS 
JUST AROUND THE 
CORNER-A SHARP 
INCREASE IN YOUNG 
PREDATORS 
prisoner fretted, "I 
w:is a bad-ass street 
gladiator, but these 
kids are scone-cold 
predator.;." Like-
wise, in his just-pub-
lished book, Mans-
field B. Frnier, a 
five-time. convicted 
felon, writes of wh:it 
he calls "The Com-
ing Menace": "As 
bad as conditions are in many of our nation's ravaged 
inner-city neighborhoods, in approximately five yC2.rS 
they :u-e going to get worse, a lot worse." Having done 
time side-by-side with today's young criminals in pris-
ons 2nd jails all across the counuy, be warns of a 
"slurp, catacl~mic" incre:i.s.e in youth crime and vio-
lence. 
To add my own observations co this pile, since I 980 
rve studied prisons and jails ill across the counuy-
Sa.n Quentin, Lavenwonb, Rikers Island. I've been 
on the scene :n prison murders and riots (and once~ 
almost Jcilled inside a prison). Moreover, I grew up in a 
preny tough neighborhood wd am built like m aging 
linebacker. I will still w:tltz backwards, notebook in 
band and :tlone, into :iny adult muirnum-securiry 
cdlblocl: full ofkillen, npists, and muggen. 
But a few years 2go, I forswore research inside 
juvenile lock-u~ The buzz of impulsive violence, the 
V2Clllt s~ md smiles, md the remorseless eyes were 
at once too frightening and 100 depressing (my God, 
these are clrildun!) for me to pretend to •study" them. 
The numbers 2I'C a.s ili.rming a.s the anecdotes. At 2 
time when overill crime r2tes have been dropping, 
youth crime ntes, esped2lly for crimes of violen~, 
h.ave been soaring. Between 1985 md 1992, the rate 2c 
which males ages 14 to 17 committed murder 
ioC"C2SC<l by :2bout 50 percent for whites and over 300 
percent for blacks. 
While it remains true that most violent youth 
crime is committed by juveniles against juveniles, of 
late young offenders have been committing more 
homicides, robberies, and other crimes against adults. 
Then: is even some evidence that juveniles are doing 
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study found that juveniles committed :ibout .t third of 
;.l! homicides against smngm, often murdering their 
victim in groups of rwo or more. 
Violent youth crime, like 211 serious crime, is pre-
dominancly inrra-racial, not interrJci2I. The surge in 
violent youth crirr.e has been mosr acure among bbck 
inner-city males. In 1992, black rn:ilcs ages 16 to 19 
experienced violent crime at nearly double the r:He of 
white males and were about twice as likely to be vio-
lent crime victims as were black males in 1973. More• 
over, the violent crimes e:xperienced by young bbck 
mJles tended to be more serious than those experi-
enced by young white males; for example, 2ggnva1ed 
assaults rather than simple assaults_ 2nd rnacks 
involving guns rather than weaponless violence. 
The youth crime wave bas reached horrific propor-
tions from coast to coast. For example, in Philadel-
phia, more than half of the 433 people murdered in 
1994 were males between the ages of 16 wd 31. All but 
5 of the 89 victims under 20 were non-white. In Los 
Angeles, there are now some 400 youth street g2ngs 
organized m:iinly along racial :md ethnic lines: 200 
Latino, 150 black, the rest white or Asian. In 1994, 
their known members alone commiued 370 murders 
and over 3,300 felony 2SSaults. 
But what is really frightening everyone from D.A.s 
to demographers, old cops to old convicts, is not 
what's happening now but what's just around the cor-
ner-namely, a shup inc:re2Se in the number of super 
crime-prone young males. 
Nationally, there are now :2bout 40 million chil-
dren under the age of 10, the largest number in 
decides. By simple math, in a deode today's -4 to 7-
year-olds Mll become 14 to 17-year-olds. By 2005, the 
number of males in this age group will have risen 
about 25 percer.:t overall md 50 percenc for bbcb. 
,,.-..0 some e:nent, it's just that simple: More boys 
l begets more bad boys. But to re:ally gnsp why this 
spike in the young male population mems. big crouble 
ahead, you need to 1pprcciate both the sutistical evi-
dence from a gener2tion of birth-cohort studies a.nd 
related findings from recent street-level studies and 
surv~. 
The scientific kiddie-crime literature began with 2 
study of all I 0,000 boys born in 1945 who lived in 
Philadelphia between their tenth a.nd eighteenth 
birthdays. Over one-third had at le:isr one recorded 
mest by the time they were 18. Most of the am;sts 
occu.rred when the boys were ages 15 to 17. Ha.If of the 
boys who were arrested were mested more th2.11 once. 
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once: a boy had Ix-en arrested three times, the chances 
chat he: would be: arrested again were over 70 percent. 
But the: most famous finding of the study was th.it 
6 percent of the boys committed five or more crimes 
before: they were 18, accounting for over half of a.II the 
serious crimes, and .ibout two-thirds of all the violent 
crimes, committed by the entire cohon . 
This "6 percent do 50 percent" statistic b.is ~n 
replicated in a ~ries of subsequent longirudinal srud-
ics of Philadelphia and many other cities. It is on this 
basis that James Q. Wilson and other leading crime 
doctors can predict with confidence that the additional 
500,000 boys who will be 14 to 17 ye::t.rS old in the yc:ir 
2000 will mean at lost 30,000 more murderers, r.ipists, 
and muggers on the streets than we have today. 
Likewise, it's wbat enables ulifornia officials to 
meaningfully predict that, as the state's population of 
11 to 17-year-olds grows 
from 2.9 million in 1993 
10 3.9 million in 2004, the 
number of juvenile arrests 
will increase: nearly 30 
percent. 
But that's only half the 
story. The other half 
begins with the less well-
known but equally impor-
unt and well-replie21ed 
finding that since the 
studies began, each gener• 
ation of crime-prone boys 
(the .. 6 percenc") has been 
about three times as dm-
gerous as the one before iL 
For ex.ample, crime-prone 
boys born in Philadelphia 
in 1958 went on to com-
mit about three times as 
much serious crime per capiu as their older cousins in 
the~ of '45. Thus, the difference between the juve-
nile aimi.n21s of the 1950s a.nd those of the: 1970s and 
80s was about the difference between the Sharks and 
Jets of Wm Side SlDrY fame and the Bloods and Crips 
of Los Angeles County. 
Still, demography is not fate and criminology is 
not pure science. How an one be cenain that the 
demographic bulge of the next 10 years will unleash an 
army of young male predatory street criminals who 
will make even the leaders of the Bloods and Crips-
known as O.G.s, for .. original gangsters" -look wne 
by comparison? 
The answer centers on a conservative theory of the 
root causes of crime, one that is strongly supported by 
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all of the best science as well as the common sense of 
the subject. u.11 it lhe theory of monl poverty. 
Most Americans of every nee, religion, socio-eco-
n~mic starus, and demognphic description grow up in 
settings where chey are taught right from wrong and 
rewarded emotion:lly or spiritually (if not also or ·· 
always materially) for deferring immediate gratifica-
tion and respecting others .• \fost o( us were bl~d to 
be born 10 loving and responsible parents or 
guardiaos. And most of us were lucky enough to have 
other adults in our lives (teachers, co.iches, clergy) 
who reinforced the moral lessons th:u we learned at 
home-don't be selfish, care about others, plan (or the 
future, and so on. 
But some Americans grow up in moral poverty. 
Moral poverty is the poverty of being without loving, 
capable, responsible adults wbo tC!lch you right from 
wrong. It is the povc:ny of 
being without parents and 
other authorities who 
habiruate you to feel joy at 
ochers' joy, pain at others' 
pain, b~ppines.s when you 
do right, remorse when 
you do wrong. It is the 
poverty of growing up in 
the virtual absence of peo-
ple who teach moraliry by 
their own everyday exam-
ple a.nd who insist that 
you follow suiL 
In the extreme, monl 
poveny is the poveny of 
growing up surrounded 
'J by deviant, delinquent, 
I and criminal adults in 
abusive, violence-ridden, 
fatherless, Godless, and 
jobless settings. In sum, wlutever their material cir-
cwnsu.nccs, kids of whatever race, creed, or color arc 
most likely to become criminally depraved wben they 
arc moruly deprived. 
Most predatory street ai.mina.ls-black and white, 
adult and juvenile, past and presc.ot-bave grown up 
i.o abject moral poverty. But the Bloods and Ciips were 
so much more violent, on average, than their 50s coun-
terparts, and the next class of juvenile offenders will be 
even worse, because in recent deades each genention 
of youth criminals in this country has grown up in 
more utreme conditions of moral povcny than the 
one before iL 
The abject moral povercy that creates super-preda-
tors begins very early in life in homes where uncondi-
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cional love is nowhere but unmerciful abuse is com-
mon. One of the be$t ethnographic accounts of this 
reali,y is Mark S. Fleisher's 1995 book on the lives of 
194 West Coast urban street criminals, including sev-
eral dozen who were juveniles at the time he did his 
primary field research (1988 to 1990). Almost without 
exception, the boys' families "were a social fabric of 
fragile and undependable social ties that weakly bound 
children to their parents and other socializers." Nearly 
all parents abused alcohol or drugs or both. Most had 
no father in the home; many had fathers who were 
criminals. Parents .. beat their sons and daughters-
whipped them with belts, 
punched them with fists, 
slapped them, and kicked 
them." 
Such ethnographic 
evidence is mirrored by 
national statistics on the 
morally impoverished ~-
ginnings of incarcerated 
populations. For example, 
75 percent of highly vio-
lent juvenile criminals 
suffered serious abuse by a 
family member; nearly 80 
percenc witn~d exueme 
violence (beatings, kill-
ings); over half of prison-
ers come from single-par• 
ent families; over ooe-
quancr have parents who 
abused drugs or alcohol; o~ly a third have a brother 
with a prison or jail record. 
Among other puzzles, the moral poverty theory 
explains why, despite living in desperate economic 
poverty, under lhe heavy weight of Jim Crow, and with 
plenry of free access to guns, the churchgoing. two-
parent black families of the South never experienced 
anything remotely like the tngic levels of homicidal 
youth and gang violence that plague some of today's 
bbck inner-city neighborhoods. 
It also explains why once relatively crime-free 
white working-class neighborhoods arc evolving into 
white underclass neighborhoods. The out-migration 
of middle-class types, divorce, out-of-wedlodc. binhs, 
and graffiti-splanered churches have spawned totally 
unsocialized young white males who commit violent 
crimes and youth gangs that prefer murder to mis-
chief. (Anyone who doubts it is welcome to tour my 
old Catholic blue-collar neighborhood in Philadel-
phiL) 
Moral poverty begets juvenile super-predators 
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whose behavior is driven by two profound develop• 
mental defects. Fim, they are ndically pment-orient• 
ed. Noc only do they perceive no relationship between 
doing right (or wrong) now and being rewarded (or 
punished) for it later. They live entirely in 21\d for the 
present moment; they quite liten.Jly have no concept 
of the future. As scvcn.J researchers have found, ask a 
group of today's young big-city murderers for their 
thoughts about "the future," and many of them will 
ask you for an explanation of the question. 
Second, the super-predators are radically self. 
regarding. They regret getting caught. For themselves, 
they prefer pleasure and 
freedom to incarceration 
and death. Under some 
conditions, they are affec-
tionate and loyal to fellow 
' g2ng members or rela-
tives, but not even moms 
or grandmoms ue sacred 
to them; as one prisoner 
quipped, wcraclc. killed 
everybody's 'mama.'" 
A.nd they place z.ero value 
on che lives of their vic-
tims, whom they reflex-
ively dehumanize as just 
so much worthless "white 
trash" if white, or by the 
usual racial or ethnic epi-
thets if black or Latino. 
On the horizon, there-
fore, arc tens of thousands of severely morally impov-
erished juvenile super-predators. They are perfectly 
capable of committing the most heinous acts of physi-
cal violence for the most trivial re2SODS (for example, a 
perception of slight disrespect or the accident of being 
in their pach). They fc:u neither the stigma of arrest 
nor the pain of imprisonmcnL They live by the mean• 
est code of che meanest streets, a code that rcinf orces 
rather than restrains their violent, hair-trigger mental-
iry. In prison or out, chc things chat super-predators 
get by their criminal behavior~x, drugs, money-
arc their own immediate rewards. Nothing else mat-
ters to them. So for as long as lhcir youthful energies 
hold out, they will do what comes "narunlly": mur-
der, rape, rob, assa·Jlt, burglarize, deal deadly drugs, 
and get high. 
What is to be done? I will conclude with one big 
idea, but my best advice is not to look for serious 
answcn from either crowd in Washington. 
Earlier this year, I was among a dozen guests invit-
ed to a working White House dinner on juvenile 
Novnuo 27, 199S 
.,;me. Over gourmet Szcchwan wonton and lamb, the 
~cccing dr:aggcd on for three-and-a-half hours. Presi-
dent Clinton cook copious noces and asked lots of 
que:stioos, but nothing was accomplished. One guest 
plc:aded with him to declare a Narional Ceasefire Day. 
Wisely, he: let that one pass. Bue Jnother gue5r recom-
mended that he form (you guessed it) 2 commission. 
Ia mid-July, the president named six members to a 
National Commission on Crime Control and Preven-
tion. I didn•t know whel..ber to laugh or cry. 
Meanwhile, Republic:rns ba\·e made some real 
improvements on the 1994 crime bill. But it is hard to 
imagine that bloclc-granring anti-crime dollars will 
work (it never bas before). And it is easy to sec how the 
passion for devolution is driving conservatives to con-
tndict themselves. For years they've stressed that 
drugs., crime, and welfare dependency arc cul rum and 
moral problems. Now, however, they talk as if perverse 
moneury incentives explained everything. 
True, government policies helped wreck the two-
parent family and disrupted other 2SpcctS of civil soci-
ety. But how does the suddeo withdrawal of govern-
ment lad automatically to a rebirth of civil society, an 
end to moral pQvercy, and a check on youl..b crime? It 
doesn't, oot any more than pulling a lc.oife from the 
chest of a dead man brings him dancing back to life. 
Liberal social engineering was bad; coosetvltive social 
re-engineering will prove wo~. 
My one big idea is borrowed from three well-
known child-development expem-Moscs, Jesus 
Christ, and Mohammed. It's called religion. If we arc 
to have a pr2ycr of stopping :uiy signiiicant fraction o( 
the supcr-pred2to~ short of the prisoo gates, then we 
bad bcncr say '"Aroca," and f.ast. 
"'fV]hy religion? Two rel.SOOS. rlI'St, 2 growing body 
W of scientific· evidence from a variety o( ae2demic 
disciplines indic:atcs that churches C21l help cure or 
curtail many severe socioeconomic ills. For enmple, a 
1986 study by Harvard economist Ricbud Freeman 
found that among black urban youth, church atten-
dance was a bc:tter predictor of who would e:sc:ape 
drugs., aime, and poverty than any other single vari-
able (income, family structure) wd that churchgoing 
youth were more likely than otherwise comparable 
youth to behave in socially constructive ways. Like-
wise, a study by a panel ofle:tding specialists just pub-
lished by the journal Criminology concluded that, while 
much work remains to be done, there is substantiaJ 
empirical evidence that rcligioo serves .. as an insulator 
against crime and delinquency." And we bavc long 
known that many of the most eff~tive substance-
NoVEM.Ba rr, 1m 
abuse prevention and treatment programs, borh in 
society and behind bars, .are either explicitly religious 
or quasi-religious in their orientation. 
Second, religion is t.he one answer offered time and 
again by the justice-system veterans, prisoners, and 
others I've consulted. With particular reference to 
black youth crime, for ex2mple, ic is an answer prof-
fered in recent books by everyone from liberal Corne! 
Wesr to ococonservative Glenn Loury, Democr:it Jesse 
Jackson to Republican Alan Keyes. 
In 2 recent forum at Trenton's Mount Zion AME 
Church, Isaac .. Ike" Ballard, executive director of edu-
c:ation for the New Jersey prison system, spoke the big 
truth: "The church is the most potent establishment 
in every black community. It is the single entity that 
c:an ti.kc oo the mission of economic development and 
give people, especially young people, an alternative to 
drugs and crime." To be sure, black churches a.re in 
decline in many needy neighborhoods. They a.re 
straioing to stay open despite lost membership, near-
empty coffers, and iocrcasing community demands. 
Still, t.hey rema.in the last best hope for rebuilding the 
social and spiritual c:apiul of inner-city America. 
We must, therefore, be willing to use public funds 
to empower loa.l religious iostitutions to act as safe 
havens for at-risk children (church-run orphmagcs, 
boarding schools, c:all them what you please), provide 
adoption out-placemcot services, administer govern-
ment-funded .. par-
enting skills" cla.ssc:s, 
hand.le the youngest 
non-violcoc juvenile 
offenders, provide 
substance-abuse 
treatment, run day-
are 2nd pre-school 
programs, and per-
form ocher viral 
social and economic 
development func-
tions. 
MY ONE BIG IDEA IS 
BORROWED FROM 
TIIREE WELL-
KNOWN CHILD-
DEVELOPMENT 
EXPERTS-MOSES, 
JESUS CHRIST, AND 
MOHAMMED. 
Although many government officials arc relucunc 
to admit it-and while data on how much of each gov-
ernment social-services dollar already goes through 
religious institutions arc incrcdt"bly sparse-in some 
places churches a.re alre:tdy performing such tasks 
with direct or indirect public support. We should 
enable them to do even more. 
Obviously, even with increased public support, 
churches could oot come close to saving every child or 
solving every social problem. But rd bet that the mar-
ginal return on public investments that strengthen the 
commu.nity•rcbuilding and child•protcction e2pacitics 
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of loal churches would equal or exceed that of the 
marginal tax dollar spent on more cops, more public 
schools, and more prisons. 
Such proposals nisc all sorts of elite hackles. But 
most Americans believe in God (90 percent) and pny 
each day (80 percent). The trouble is that our faith in 
God and religion is not reflected in federal, sutc, and 
local social policies, courtesy of the anti-religious and 
non-religious liberal and conservative pseudo-sophis-
ticates of both panics. Let them argue church-sme 
issues (anyone remember the Northwest Ordinance or 
what the Founding Fathers really said about religion?) 
all the way to the next funeral of aa innocent lcid 
caught in the crossfire. Let these theoretic politicians, 
as Madison would dispangingly call them, trifle with 
non-issues concerning which level of government 
ought to take the lead in protecting lives and property. 
(Answer: all.) 
No one in academia is a bigger fan of incarceration 
than I 2m. Between I 98S and 1991 the number of juve-
niles in custody increased from 49,000 to nearly 
58,000. By my estimate, we will probably need to 
incarcerate at least 150,000 juvenile criminals in the 
years just ahcad. In dcfcrcacc to public safety, we will 
have little choice but to pursue genuine get-rough law-
enforcement strategics against the super-predators. 
But some of these children are aow still in diapers, 
and they can be saved. So let our guiding principle be, 
"Build churches, not jails" -or we will reap the whirl-
. wind of our own moral bankruptcy. • 
